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1Sommario
Il presente lavoro di tesi tratta l’ottimizzazione, dal punto di vista energetico,
di una Automatic Weather Station (AWS), installata sul ghiacciaio di La Mare
in Trentino Alto-Adige.
Innanzitutto, viene migliorato il sistema di trasferimento dei dati raccolti dai
sensori. Grazie a questo nuovo metodo, la stazione è in grado di connettersi
autonomamente ad un server remoto per l’invio dei dati raccolti.
Successivamente, viene implementato sulla AWS un modello matematico di
pannello solare, che rappresenta la fonte di energia della stazione.
Questo modello calcola l’energia disponibile, applicandola ad alcune politiche
adattive che si occupano di migliorare i consumi, modificando il comportamento
della stazione, in funzione dell’energia disponibile nell’ambiente. La capac-
ità di un sistema automatico di auto-adattarsi e auto-riconfigurarsi al variare
delle condizioni ambientali rappresenta uno dei punti chiave del paradigma
dell’autonomic sensing.
Infine, viene reso configurabile il comportamento della stazione, parametriz-
zando alcuni aspetti del codice in esecuzione sulla AWS. Durante la connes-
sione al server remoto per il trasferimento dati, la stazione riceve un file di
configurazione, contenente alcuni parametri che permettono di variare il fun-
zionamento delle politiche adattive. Tali parametri sono configurabili da parte
di un operatore, che li può quindi adattare alle proprie esigenze, prima di in-
viarli alla AWS.
2Abstract
This work is about the energetic optimization of an Automatic Weather Station
(AWS), deployed on La Mare Glacier in Trentino Alto-Adige.
First of all, the data-transfer system is enhanced. Using this method, the sta-
tion is able to autonomously connect to a remote server, to send fresh sensed
data.
Besides, a mathematical model of a solar panel is implemented on the station.
Solar power is in fact the energetic source for the AWS.
This model calculates the available energy, and applies it to a set of adap-
tive energy policies, which try to optimize the station energy consumption, by
modifying the behavior of the station, based on the available energy in the en-
vironment. The ability to auto-adapt and auto-reconfigure on environmental
conditions change, is for an automatic system, one of the key points concerning
autonomic sensing.
In the end, the behavior of the station is made configurable, by introducing pa-
rameters in the station application code. During the connection to the remote
server, the station receives a configuration file, containing some parameters
which allow the station to change the adaptive policies behavior. These param-
eters are user-configurable, thus an operator may customize these parameters,
before sending them to the AWS.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A weather station collects meteorological data using a set of sensors, and either
stores this data locally or sends it to a remote location for further analysis. The
aim of a weather station is to help studying the climate conditions.
In recent years, technological progress and dropping of sensors and equipment
costs contributed to the rising of a new generation of (almost) unmanned
weather stations. An Automatic Weather Station (AWS) is the evolution of
a traditional weather station, and may be deployed in areas where there is
no land power or phone-line, environmental conditions are harsh, in few words,
where human intervention is difficult in case of need. AWSs need to accomplish
the following tasks:
• survive
• sense environmental parameters
• store sensed data
• (eventually) transmit sensed data
An AWS needs to survive, that is, it needs to avoid powering off. In remote
areas, this is accomplished by means of a power source, usually consisting of a
solar panel and/or a wind turbine. Furthermore, a battery is generally used as
an energy buffer, recharged by the solar panel and wind turbine.
8
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The typical task of an AWS is to collect environmental data from sensors,
save it into a storage device, preferably a non-volatile memory. The number and
type of sensors depend on the requirements of the station, and the phenomena
that need to be monitored. Typical meteorological sensors include temperature,
humidity, solar radiation, infra-red radiation, wind speed and direction, etc.
Without communication devices, the only way to collect data is to physically
reach the station and copy the data out of its local memory. Expeditions to
the site should be periodically organized, but these are expensive and may not
be feasible all year round, as some stations may be on top of glaciers, or in
difficult to reach places. Therefore, AWSs are often equipped with a wireless
communication device, which periodically sends collected data to a remote
station or server; technologies to accomplish this task depend on the location
of the station, in particular the availability of land-line phone, cellular coverage,
or satellite link. The drawback of a communication module is, however, that
it needs a lot of energy in order to work.
The survival task is mainly a design issue, since the energy module must be
properly dimensioned, proportionally to the load of consuming devices. Usu-
ally, low-power sensing and communication modules are chosen, and the power
unit (composed of energy harvesting module and battery) is over-dimensioned,
to avoid problems.
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Figure 1.1: Example of AWS
Past works focused on simulating the energy balance of an AWS, equipped
with a set of sensors [8] and a communication module [3]. For some sensors, a
sampling period of 1 minute was chosen, while another sampling period of 60
minutes was instead chosen for some more energy-demanding sensors. Besides,
collected data was sent to a remote server every three days.
More recent works focused on the possibility to change the sampling period
depending on the energy that can be harvested from the environment [9]. Some
energy adaptive policies were developed and simulated in different conditions
of light and temperature.
In this thesis, after describing a general AWS (chapter 2), and the case study
AWS, deployed on Lamare Glacier (chapter 3), we describe the current system
limits and drawbacks (chapter 4). At this point, we introduce a new method
for transmitting the collected data (chapter 5). Briefly, instead of waiting for
the remote server to call the AWS modem, the AWS initiates the connection
itself, and sends fresh data to the remote server. In chapter 6, we implement a
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mathematical model for the solar panel and we calculate the available energy
on the station, then we use this information to apply the adaptive policies
previously developed. In chapter 7, we focus on configuring the behavior of
the adaptive policies, by giving the possibility to an operator, to tweak some
parameters on the station from a remote site.
Chapter 2
Automatic Weather Station
An Automatic Weather Station is a system composed by several modules: an
energy harvesting subsystem, which allows the station to survive, given the
harsh conditions of operation, usually backed by a battery, an energy buffer in
case of lack of energy that can be harvested from the environment, a processing
unit, sensors, and (eventually) a communication device. In this chapter, we are
going to describe the general structure of an AWS, lingering on the many
devices composing the system.
2.1 Anatomy of an AWS
An Automatic Weather Station can be divided into three hardware subsystems,
plus a software layer, as shown in Figure 2.1. In green the energy harvesting
subsystem, usually consisting of a solar panel and/or a wind turbine; in light
blue the power supply subsystem, including a battery with a charge regulator;
red units are energy consuming devices, i.e. a processing unit (data-logger),
sensors and a transceiver. The application layer is built on top of the processing
unit, since this unit is usually a programmable device. Application layer, in
yellow, controls the behavior of sensors and transceiver, thus it is connected
with a dashed line to these devices.
12
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Figure 2.1: General structure of an AWS [9]
2.1.1 Energy Harvesting
Energy harvesting is the first task for an AWS, since it needs to survive far
from main power sources. Usually, AWSs collect energy from wind power or
solar radiation [14]. Energy is used to provide power to the consuming devices
and to recharge a battery, which is used as an energy buffer in case the energy
demand exceeds produced energy, for example when sensors work at night or
when there is no wind.
Solar energy
In order to collect energy from the solar radiation, a solar panel is used. This
consists of solar (photo-voltaic) cells, which convert light energy (photons) into
electrical energy. Solar panels are widely used in remote areas to produce
energy and recharge batteries.
The amount of energy that can be harvested highly varies throughout the
day, being function of both solar panel temperature and solar global radiation
received by the panel.
Figure 2.2(a) and Figure 2.2(b) show an example of the characteristics for
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a solar cell.
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Figure 2.2: Example of I-V and P-V characteristics for a standard solar cell
In particular, looking at the P-V characteristics, there is one point, for ev-
ery curve, where the curve reaches its maximum. This point is called Power
at Maximum Power Point (𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃 ). The corresponding values of 𝑉 and 𝐼 de-
termining the 𝑃𝑚𝑝𝑝 are referred to as 𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝 and 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑝, and the point on the I-V
curve as 𝑀𝑃𝑃 (Maximum Power Point). In order to maximize the output
power of a solar panel for any given conditions of temperature and irradiance
(and thus 𝑉 and 𝐼), the working point should stay as near as possible to the
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MPP, resulting in the maximum area of the rectangle under the I-V curve.
This practice is known as MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking), and is
used by most commercial solar panels. Controllers that can perform MPPT use
different methods to achieve the best efficiency of a solar panel. Some of these
techniques, known as Perturb and Observe (P&O), Incremental conductance
method, Constant voltage method, are analyzed in the Master Thesis of Alessio
Fagioli [11].
Wind energy
Wind is, like the sun, a free and natural source of power. The most important
advantage for a wind power generator over a solar panel, is that the first can be
deployed in areas characterized by scarce light, such as glaciers near North or
South Pole. However, the main drawback of wind energy harvesting is that this
natural element is very random and unstable, thus there may be very windy
days, followed by dead calm days. This factor must be carefully considered
when designing the power needs for an AWS.
There are two main devices used to produce electricity from wind: wind
turbines and wind belts.
2.1.2 Battery
The battery, recharged by one or more energy harvesting devices, serves as
energy buffer for those devices which need power to work, i.e. the processing
unit, sensors and communication devices.
Similarly to energy harvesting devices, the dimensioning of a battery is a
crucial factor in AWS power supply design. Usually, the power subsystem is
over-dimensioned, in order to better bear contingent problems that may arise
during the lifetime of an AWS.
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2.1.3 Processing Unit
The processing unit (Data-logger), is the core of the AWS. It is equipped with
a microprocessor, internal memory for data storage, and a number of analog
and digital I/O ports to accommodate sensors, communication devices, and
any other peripheral capable of sending and receiving data to and from the
data-logger.
2.1.4 Communication subsystem
Communications may not be an essential requirement, but a desired feature,
since an AWS is usually deployed in harsh environments, that may be unprac-
tical to reach. For example, if the station is deployed on a glacier, the site may
not be accessible during winter due to snow coverage. Moreover, manually col-
lecting data may require expensive and dangerous expeditions.
Another point is that a communication device provides fresh and continuously
updated data, which can be analyzed as soon as they arrive to a base station.
Different technologies can be used to transmit data, depending on the avail-
ability on the site where the AWS is deployed. These include Wi-Fi links, GSM,
GPRS or, for more isolated areas, satellite modems. In particular, satellites
can be divided, with respect to orbital altitude, into three main groups:
• Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO)
• Medium Earth Orbit (MEO)
• Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
GEO satellites orbit at around 35786km above the Equator. This distance re-
quires a high amount of energy for a ground station to transmit; therefore, in
order to optimize the available energy, directional antennas are employed.
Moreover, these antennas require a steady pointing, thus they are not recom-
mended for mobile, or susceptible to unsolicited movement, stations.
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LEO satellites, on the other hand, are less energy-hungry and ground sta-
tions can communicate with them using omni-directional antennas.
2.1.5 Sensors
Sensors are connected to the data-logger of an AWS and measure environmental
conditions in terms of electrical signals. The data-logger, and in particular the
application running on it, will have to interpret these signals and translate
them to numeric values. Sensors can be in one of three states: idle, when
they are not sampling anything; active when they are measuring the physical
phenomenon;settling, a small amount of time they need to pass from idle to
active state. Sensors use energy while in active and settling states.
The sampling period of a sensor is regulated by its duty cycle, that is ratio
between the time during which it is sampling (settling+active) and the total
sampling period (settling+active+idle).
𝑑 = 𝑡
τ
(2.1)
Examples of typical sensors used on an AWS are: thermo-hygrometers,
albedometers, anemometers, rain gauges, snow height sensors, etc.
2.1.6 Application
The operating system, running on a data-logger, allows a user to write its own
programs to control the data-logger operations.
These operations include the behavior of each connected device, such as sensors
types and sampling period, the implementation of data transmission, plus some
other user-defined functions that regulate the behavior of the AWS.
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2.2 Working principles
The energy harvesting subsystem and power supply provide energy for all the
consumers of the station: the processing unit, sensors and communication de-
vices. When the produced energy is higher than the consumed energy, the
energy harvester charges a battery, which serves as an energy basin in case the
consumed energy exceeds the production capacity of the harvester.
Sensors are connected to analog and digital ports of the processing unit,
and send their signals as variations of voltage or current, which need to be
interpreted by the processing unit in order to produce useful sensed data.
For this reason, a software, written by the user for the specific AWS, runs
on the processing unit, and describes the sensing and communication behavior,
i.e. the sampling frequency of sensors, how and where to store the sensed data,
and how and when to transmit these data to a remote server, if the station is
provided with a communication device.
Chapter 3
Case study: La Mare Glacier
AWS
The case-study AWS was deployed in July 2007 on La Mare Glacier, in Trentino
Alto Adige (Italy), at an altitude of 2970m asl.
La Mare Glacier can be reached during summer months only, due to snow
covering the site for the rest of the year.
Back in the day, there was no communication system on the AWS, i.e.
glaciologists had to walk to the weather station and manually collect the mem-
ory card containing the data stored during one year. This approach revealed
unpractical, both because of this manual operation (costly and laborious) and
because scientists had no fresh data to work on, but only the data of the
previous year. Therefore, a study was carried out, and in summer 2012 a com-
munication system capable of sending near real-time data to glaciologists was
deployed on the station [1].
In the first part of the chapter, we will focus on the equipment of this station,
with reference to the power module, sensors, and communication module; in the
second part, we will introduce the current communication method, including
the current data-stream and servers involved in communication.
19
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3.1 Installed equipment
3.1.1 Solar Panel: Campbell Scientific SP20
Being on a glacier, far from main power sources, La Mare AWS needs to har-
vest energy from the environment. In this particular installation, a Campbell
Scientific SP20 solar panel was chosen. This solar panel is capable of deliv-
ering a peak power of 20W and peak current of 1170mA. Table 6.1 shows the
complete data-sheet provided by Campbell Scientific.
Figure 3.1: Campbell Scientific SP20 Solar Panel
3.1.2 Battery: Yuasa BP24E-LA
The battery employed is a Yuasa BP24E-LA; this lead-acid battery provides
12V with a capacity of 24Ah (at 20°C). It is connected to a charging regulator,
which avoids to over-charge the battery, when fully charged.
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Figure 3.2: Yuasa BP24E-LA
The charging regulator works as a power supply for the station consuming
devices. It is connected to the solar panel, to the battery and to the data-logger:
when the battery is fully charged, all the energy that can be harvested from the
sun will be delivered to the consuming devices, if needed. If the battery is not
fully charged, part of energy coming from the sun is used to charge the battery,
and part goes to the consuming load. If the solar panel does not provide energy
(at night, for example), the regulator uses the energy contained in the battery
to give power to the consuming devices.
3.1.3 Processing Unit: Campbell Scientific CR1000
The processing unit employed on La Mare Glacier is a Campbell Scientific
CR1000 data-logger (Figure 3.4); this unit has a wiring panel which allows
users to connect sensors, as well as power sources and communication systems
such as GSM or satellite modems. It provides an internal memory to store
collected data (4MB battery-backed SRAM). Furthermore, this particular AWS
has been equipped with a Compact Flash drive to add redundancy to the
CR1000 data storage, in order to be fault tolerant to data loss in case of power
outage.
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Figure 3.3: Campbell Scientific CR1000 Data-Logger
The CR1000 Datalogger [4] is a precision instrument designed for demand-
ing low-power measurement applications. CPU, analog and digital inputs, ana-
log and digital outputs, and memory are controlled by the operating system in
conjunction with the user program.
The CR1000 is a multimeter with memory and timekeeping.
Sensors transduce phenomena into measurable electrical forms, outputting volt-
age, current, resistance, pulses, or state changes.
The CR1000 measures analog voltage and pulse signals, representing the
magnitudes numerically. Numeric values are scaled to the unit of measure such
as milliVolts and pulses, or in user specified engineering units such as wind
direction and wind speed. Measurements can be processed through calculations
or statistical operations and stored in memory awaiting transfer to a PC via
external storage or telecommunications.
3.1.4 Communications: Wireless Innovation MiChroSat
2403
Unfortunately, La Mare Glacier lacks both land-line and GSM coverage, there-
fore satellite communication proved to be the only way to go.
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When choosing between GEO and LEO satellites, the latter was chosen. In
fact, the directional antenna required for GEO operation (see subsection 2.1.4),
could lose the correct orientation because of severe climatic conditions, includ-
ing strong winds and ice melting, that could cause the AWS to duck or tilt.
An Iridium satellite modem (Wireless Innovation MiChroSat 2403) was in-
stalled during Summer 2012 on the AWS. This modem provides connectivity
at a data rate of 2400bps using LEO satellites. Its power inlet is connected to
the switched 12V port on the CR1000, in order to be powered on and off via
software, while the modem data port is connected to the CS I/O port.
Figure 3.4: Wireless Innovation MiChroSat 2403
3.1.5 Temperature, humidity, irradiance, and other sen-
sors
• Thermo-Hygrometer: Vaisala HMP45C - This is a humidity and tem-
perature sensor, using a capacitive polymer HUMICAP 180 chip to mea-
sure relative humidity, and a Platinum Resistance Temperature (PRT)
to measure temperature. It is placed in an actively ventilated screen1.
• Thermo-Hygrometer: Campbell Scientific CS215 - This sensor works sim-
ilarly to the Vaisala HMP45C, but employs a SDI-12 output interface,
1A ventilated screen is used to keep the correct air temperature and to protect sensors
from weathering. The actively ventilated screen is equipped with a solar-powered fan.
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and is used to compare measurements of the HMP45C. It is placed in a
passively ventilated screen.
• Temperature probes: 2x Campbell Scientific T-107 - This probe uses a
thermistor to measure temperature of air/water/soil. The La Mare AWS
is equipped with two of these probes, one is located in the actively ven-
tilated screen, the other in the passively ventilated screen.
• Albedometer: Delta Ohm LP Pyra05 - It consists of two pyranometers,
assembled back-to-back, the former looking upwards, the latter down-
wards.
– The one looking upwards (sky), measures the incident solar radiaton
(direct+spread);
– The one looking downwards (ground), measures the reflected solar
radiation.
Albedo is defined as the ratio of global incident to global reflected radia-
tion.
• Pyrgeometers: 2x Kipp&Zonen CGR3 - Measures the Far (long-wave)
Infrared Radiaton (FIR). There are 2 pyrgeometers, in order to measure
both incident and reflected FIR. They are able to measure 4500 ÷ 42000
nm wavelength radiation.
• Wind monitor: RM Young 05103 - Measures both wind speed and di-
rection: to measure speed, it uses a helicoid-shaped, four-blade propeller.
Its rotation produces a sine wave with a frequency directly proportional
to wind speed. The direction is measured by applying a known voltage
to a potentiometer, that outputs an analog voltage proportional to the
azimuth angle.
• Snow height sensor: Campbell Scientific SR50A - It measures approxi-
mately the quantity of snow. It is composed by an acoustic sensor which
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emits a ultrasonic pulse, and detects its flight-time, that is how much it
takes to go forth and back.
3.1.6 Application: CRBASIC software
The user program is written in CRBASIC, a programming language that in-
cludes data processing and analysis routines and a standard BASIC instruction
set. Campbell Scientific’s data-logger support software for PC (LoggerNet) fa-
cilitates program generation, editing, data retrieval, and real-time data moni-
toring. Collected data is stored in tables, with user-defined fields.
The program manages all processes in the data-logger related to the collec-
tion of data, including variable names, data table layouts, and control port
operation.
Listing 3.1 shows a program that reads sensors data every 60 seconds.
1 DataTable ( Table1 , True ,−1)
2 DataInterval (0 ,15 , Min , 1 0 )
3 Average (1 , RGup , FP2 , False )
4 Average (1 , RGdown , FP2 , False )
5 Average (1 , AirTC , FP2 , False )
6 Average (1 , RH , FP2 , False )
7 WindVector (1 , Vvento , DirVento , FP2 , False , 0 , 0 , 2 )
8 FieldNames ("Vvento_S_WVT ,Vvento_U_WVT ,DirVento_DU_WVT ,←˒
DirVento_SDU_WVT" )
9 Average (1 , Vvento_S_WVT , FP2 , False )
10 Average (1 , Vvento_U_WVT , FP2 , False )
11 Average (1 , DirVento_DU_WVT , FP2 , False )
12 Average (1 , DirVento_SDU_WVT , FP2 , False )
13 Average (1 , IRup , FP2 , False )
14 Average (1 , IRdown , FP2 , False )
15 Average (1 , IRupc , FP2 , False )
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16 Average (1 , IRdownc , FP2 , False )
17 Average (1 , T107_1 , FP2 , False )
18 Average (1 , T107_2 , FP2 , False )
19 Average (1 , Thmp45 , IEEE4 , 0 )
20 Average (1 , URhmp45 , IEEE4 , 0 )
21 Sample (1 , Status . SW12Volts ( 1 , 1 ) , Boolean )
22 EndTable
23 [ . . . ]
24 Scan (60 , Sec , 1 , 0 )
25 RealTime ( rTime )
26
27 ' Default Datalogger input voltage measurement Batt_Volt←˒
:
28 Battery ( Batt_Volt )
29
30 ' Pyranometer measurements Solar_kJ and RGup :
31 VoltDiff (RGup , 1 , mv25 , 1 , True , 0 , _50Hz , 1 , 0 )
32 I f RGup<0 Then RGup=0
33 Solar_kJ=RGup ∗7.46268
34 RGup=RGup ∗124.378
35
36 ' CS215 Temperature & Relative Humidity Sensor ( CSL ) ←˒
measurements AirTC and RH :
37 SDI12Recorder ( AirTC , 1 , "0" ,"M!" , 1 , 0 )
38
39 '05103 Wind Speed & Direction Sensor ( CSL ) measurements←˒
Vvento and DirVento :
40 PulseCount ( Vvento , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 . 0 9 8 , 0 )
41 BrHalf ( DirVento , 1 , mV2500 , 5 , 1 , 1 , 2500 , True , 0 , _50Hz , 3 55 , 0 )
42 I f DirVento>=360 Then DirVento=0
43
44 ' Every 60 minutes read Sonic Ranging Sensor
45 I f TimeIntoInterval (0 ,60 , Min ) Then
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46 ' SR50 Sonic Ranging Sensor (SDI−12 Output ) ←˒
measurements DT , TCDT , and DBTCDT :
47 SDI12Recorder (DT , 7 , "0" ,"M!" , 1 00 . 0 , 0 )
48 TCDT=DT∗SQR( ( AirTC+273.15) /273 .15)
49 EndIf
50 [ . . . ]
51 NextScan
Listing 3.1: Program snippet collecting sensors measured data
3.2 Working principles
3.2.1 Acquisition logic and overall application behavior
As per Listing 3.1, this station follows a static data acquisition policy: every 60
seconds, data is read from all available sensors, except the snow height sensor
which is activated every 60 minutes. Every 15 minutes, then, sensed data is
averaged and stored into a table in non-volatile memory.
3.2.2 Data transfer
The satellite modem is a very energy-consuming device, thus it must be switched
on under particular circumstances only.
On La Mare AWS, the modem power wire is connected to a software-
controlled switch on the CR1000 side. It is switched on twice a day, for
30 minutes each time, and only if the data-logger input voltage is above a
given threshold. In detail, the software running on the CR1000 defines two
30-minutes-long time windows, starting at 10:31 and 13:31, respectively2. The
2all times, where not otherwise stated, are AWS-side (CEST), whereas the remote server
is located in the United Kingdom (GMT/BST). This time difference is obviously crucial,
since both modems need to be online at the same time in order to communicate. Note that
this difference may lead to issues if not accurately considered, especially on Daylight Saving
Time changes, since the AWS ignores Summer/Winter time changes. At the time of writing,
time is automatically adjusted on the server, thus the Loggernet scheduler that calls the
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first window was introduced for fault-tolerance operations and remote program-
ming. The second window is for data-transfer.
The battery voltage is compared against a low battery threshold of 11.5V.
If the battery level is below this threshold, the modem is not turned on. On
the other hand, if the battery voltage is above that threshold and a "powerOn"
flag is set, the modem is switched on. In the same way, the modem is turned on
if the battery voltage is above the high battery threshold of 13.2V, regardless
of the powerOn flag value. As stated in subsection 3.1.4, the modem is turned
on/off by operating on the SW12 port of the CR1000 via software.
The AWS uses the satellite modem to transfer sensed data to a server
machine belonging to Wireless Innovation, a UK based company providing
satellite modems and data plans subscriptions. The company also provides
remote desktop access to this server computer, allowing an operator to use the
installed software (LoggerNet by Campbell Scientific). The rdesktop command
used to access the remote virtual machine is:
1 rdesktop -u "CUSTWILTD\CIRGEO" -p *PASSWORD_HERE* -g←˒
1024 x768 -5 -K -r clipboard:CLIPBOARD services.←˒
michrosat.net :50004 &
LoggerNet is scheduled to call the AWS modem number every three days,
during the second time window, and to ask for data tables. Precisely, the
remote server calls the AWS at 13:35, giving the AWS modem enough time to
power on, settle and hook the satellite carrier.
In case of failure, a second try is done after 10 minutes (if still inside the
window). In case of another failure, the communication is aborted.
After transferring two user tables, CR1000_Table1.dat and CR1000_ Table2.dat,
from the AWS, those files are uploaded to a FTP server owned by University
of Padova.
AWS modem must be manually set at 11:35 during Winter and at 12:35 during Summer.
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A GSN Server3, running on a computer located at the University of Pisa
(front-end is available at http://verruca.iet.unipi.it:22001), provides a
Virtual Sensor4 that polls the FTP server every three days. It compares the
.dat files modification date against its local copy, and downloads them if
newer. New files are then parsed and new values are added to the GSN
database, ready to be analyzed by glaciologists.
A simplified schema of the data transfer system is depicted in Figure 3.5
Figure 3.5: Simple system diagram showing sensor data stream direction
By using this approach, the blue dash-dotted-line system is completely
transparent to the data consumer querying the GSN server. In fact, the user
can directly access the sensors data available on the AWS with no knowledge
3Global Sensor Networks server is a middleware (extendible software infrastructure)
for rapid deployment and integration of heterogeneous wireless sensor networks, see
http://sourceforge.net/projects/gsn/.
4GSN offers virtual sensors as an abstraction which enables the user to specify XML-based
deployment descriptors in combination with the possibility to integrate sensor network data
through SQL queries over sensor data sources [2].
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of the complex system in-between.
Chapter 4
Analysis of current system and
case study problems
The static sensing and communication policy introduced in the previous chapter
leads to a series of drawbacks. First, available energy may be wasted, in case of
a sunny day, when battery is fully charged. In this scenario, all the energy that
may be provided by the sun is not used, unless sensors or the communication
device are activated.
On the other hand, in case of low energy available, it would be advisable
to slow down sampling and communication, in order to save energy and avoid
the risk of draining the battery.
In other words, a more efficient behavior, would be for the station to check
for changes in the available energy, and set its sampling and communication
frequency accordingly. Previous works [11][9] carried a simulation, investigat-
ing about the improvements in energy efficiency of the station, by means of
adaptive policies, and it resulted that adaptive policies wasted less energy than
static policies, being more efficient.
Moreover, the survival of the station was guaranteed with adaptive policies,
whereas static policies could lead to a station shut down during days around
the winter solstice, as shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Minimum battery level with static/adaptive policies [11]
Moreover, the application code, running on the station, is not parametrized,
thus, in order to to change the station configuration, the only way is to rewrite
and debug the code, compile it and physically install it on the station. It might
be possible to send the new program via modem, but this would be a dangerous
action, since in case of bad transfer or connection loss, the station may fall in
an inconsistent state.
4.1 Current data-transfer method drawbacks
The data transfer model currently used is quite inefficient, because the station
is a passive actor in the data exchange flow. It just switches on the modem
at pre-defined times and waits for an incoming call to happen, then sends the
data tables requested by the Loggernet server. This method does not take into
consideration some aspects that may be important, when not crucial, for the
AWS itself.
For example, suppose that it’s winter, the solar panel at the station is
partially covered by snow, and weather has been bad for three days; today is
the day scheduled for transmission. The station received very few charge lately,
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but it switches on the modem, and transmits its stored data. This dangerous
situation might cause the station to switch off, or to cause the battery to quickly
decrease its charge, due to low harvested energy, as it happens using a static
policy in Figure 4.1. Consider now, that the day after this bad weather day, sun
shines, temperature raises and snow melts from the solar panel. Transmitting
data would be safer and more feasible for the station at this moment.
Chapter 5 will be dealing with a method to overturn this inefficient transfer
paradigm, introducing a way for the station to call the remote server, instead
of waiting for a call from a remote site.
4.2 Changing behavior
In addition to changing the communication method, which will be explained
in the next chapter, the base idea of this work is to act on the control loop
of Listing 3.1. Instead of statically sample data every minute, the sampling
period will be set according to the available energy at the moment of sampling,
using adaptive policies. This implies that the station becomes context-aware,
i.e. it can realize, using data from its sensors, if the sampling period should
be increased or decreased, according to the quantity of available energy in that
particular moment.
4.2.1 Context awareness
In chapter 6, we will introduce a method for the station to realize the current
working conditions, by using its sensors, and adapt its behavior accordingly.
The AWS’s context awareness may come into play when referring to change
the sensors sampling period, or start a data transfer session: in fact, the AWS
may autonomously decide to start a transfer when its battery charge is above
a given threshold, and may increase or decrease its connection frequency based
on the sunlight received. For example, it may decide to start a call to the
LoggerNet server often during summer months, while back off and wait better
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conditions in case of cloudy weather, low battery, low received light (e.g. at
night or during stormy winter days).
4.2.2 Remote configuration
A complementary method for the station to change its behavior, is to give
the possibility to a remote user to modify some station parameters, without
rewriting and recompiling the code. In chapter 7, we will see how to send
parameters to the station, in order to modify its behavior.
Part II
Contributions
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Chapter 5
Data transfer paradigm
In this chapter, we introduce a new data-transfer method, in which the station
calls the remote server. We will see that this behavior is possible using some
advanced tools provided by LoggerNet Server.
An AWS-initiated call can be established using the CRBasic ModemCallback
function, but first, the server running LoggerNet must be properly set-up.
5.1 LoggerNet Server configuration
LoggerNet server software must be in execution and in the Setup screen a
COMPort with a PakBusPort and Logger must be defined.
Moreover, Call-Back must be enabled for both the ComPort and the Logger.
After this actions, LoggerNet is able to accept incoming requests. Figure 5.1
shows a ComPort (COM2) with a PakBus logger attached. This is only a logic
link though, since the PakBus logger is not directly connected to the COM
port; in fact, a modem is connected to COM2, instead.
36
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Figure 5.1: LoggerNet Setup screen to enable Call-Back
5.2 AWS-initiated call
With LoggerNet set this way, the ModemCallback function will initiate a call
to a computer via the phone modem connected to the data-logger, and the
computer running LoggerNet will answer to this callback. When LoggerNet
receives a callback attempt from the logger, it will collect any new table data
stored since the last data collection (be it a scheduled call, a manual call or
another callback).
In particular, ModemCallback is structured this way:
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1 ' f i l e : lamare−cr1000 . CR1
2 [ . . . ]
3 Dim tmp_AT_cmd As String ∗ 40
4 Const Remote_Phone_Number = "00393465093486"
5 Const Porta_Modem = ComSDC7
6 Dim Res_Conn = 0
7
8 tmp_AT_cmd = "ATDT␣" + Remote_Phone_Number + CHR(13) + CHR←˒
(10)
9 ModemCallback ( Res_Conn , Porta_Modem , 9600 , 0 , "ATX0;"+←˒
tmp_AT_cmd , "CONNECT" , 120 , 31 , 0)
10
11 [ . . . ]
Listing 5.1: ModemCallback function as used in testing environment
1 ModemCallback(Result , COMPort , BaudRate , Security , ←˒
DialString , ConnectString , Timeout , RetryInterval ←˒
, AbortExp)
Parameters are:
• Result: A variable where a response code of the instruction is stored.
This response indicates the status for the dialing attempt, and whether
or not the attempt was successful. A positive value indicates that there
was no response, thus the connection was not successful. A negative value
indicates some other error, or that a connection attempt is undergoing.
In particular, during a connection attempt, this variable usually gets val-
ues of -30 (dialing), -31 (dialed, waiting for connection), -32 (connected,
and the variable will remain set at -32 until the modem disconnects and
the call ends), 0 (connection sequence and callback successful).
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• COMPort: The COM port the modem is physically connected to; in this
case, ComSDC7 is used. This code comes from the testing environment
(see Appendix A), where the modem is connected to CR1000 CS I/O
port through a SC105 adapter, which was configured via LoggerNet as
Synchronous Device (SDC) with address 7.
• BaudRate: The baud rate used for communication; in our case, 9600.
Note: since SC105 has an internal buffer (1 kB), we might use a higher
baud rate. To keep things simple, we chose the same baud rate as CR1000
COM port.
• Security: For callback attempts to a LoggerNet server, the Security pa-
rameter is left at 0. For callback to another data-logger, the Security
parameter is the security code of the data-logger to which the callback
is being sent. 0 is entered for this parameter if no security is set in the
destination data-logger.
• DialString: This is the AT command used to dial the server, including the
destination telephone number. More AT commands can be concatenated
separated by a semicolon. Two semi-colons in a row will insert a 1 second
delay before continuing to the next characters in the string. If only a
phone number is used for the DialString parameter, the data-logger will
automatically issue an ATDT prior to issuing the number.
• ConnectString: When a connection is established, the remote modem
sends back a string, or a response code, to acknowledge the connection
establishment. This parameter reflects the expected response string, used
to verify that a connection has been established. The specified string can
also be a partial response string (for instance, if "CONNECT" is specified,
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it will succeed on reception of both "CONNECT" or "CONNECT 9600").
• Timeout: Maximum time, in seconds, for dialing and connecting to the
LoggerNet Server (or remote data-logger). Allowed range is 10÷120 sec-
onds. If timeout is exceeded and no connection has been made, the
data-logger enters Retry Mode.
• RetryInterval: Time, in seconds, the data-logger should wait before at-
tempting another callback. The retry will take place at a random interval
between RetryInterval and 2*RetryInterval.
• AbortExp: Expression or variable used to abort the callback and stop
further attempts. If a variable is specified, the data-logger will set it to
True when a callback attempt succeeds. The ModemCallback instruction
will not execute if AbortExp is True, and will abort in the middle of
dialing if the expression turns True.
We set if to False in order to try to connect without restrictions.
After the modem successfully connects, the data-logger will issue a broadcast
Hello Request to determine the address of the neighbor to which it has con-
nected. If no neighbor is found, it will continue to send Hello Requests until a
neighbor is discovered, or the timeout period expires.
If a connection is successfully established, LoggerNet Server (default address
4094) will add a link between the station and the server, allowing the data
transfer to start.
By default, upon connection, the server will collect any new table data
stored since the last collection (being it a scheduled call, a manual call, or
another callback). Data collection will start from the last record previously
received, and will continue until the last record stored in the table has been
collected, or until connection drops.
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An important note is that ModemCallback runs in the background, i.e. it
is asynchronous: the logger will not wait for a successful connection before
moving on to the next instruction.
We will be exploiting this function to both send collected data tables to Log-
gerNet Server, and to transfer a configuration file back from LoggerNet to the
remote station. To ensure that the configuration file is completely transferred
before trying to read it, we need a synchronization mechanism. Section 7.1.3
will explain how to address this issue.
Chapter 6
AWS context awareness
Energy-aware self adaptation of an AWS system is defined [9] as the ability of
the system to adapt its working parameters to the environmental conditions.
In particular, the system should be able to use all the energy that can be har-
vested from the environment to guarantee on one hand its energetic survival,
and on the other hand an amount of sampled and transmitted data satisfactory
from the data users point of view. More in detail, an AWS should be able to
increase the amount of sampled and transmitted data when the energy stored
in the battery and the amount of energy that can be harvested from the envi-
ronment are high, and to reduce them when either the battery level is low or
few energy can be harvested from the environment.
In this chapter, we introduce a mathematical model for a solar panel, and we
show the relative CRBasic code. In the second part of the chapter, we introduce
the energy adaptive policies that will be used to adjust the sensors sampling
period, depending on the actual context, relative to sensed environmental data.
6.1 Harvesting energy from the environment
Lamare AWS is equipped with a solar panel, which is used to collect energy
from sunlight and recharge the battery; the amount of energy that can be
42
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Figure 6.1: Solar cell model equivalent circuit
harvested 𝐸ℎ highly varies throughout the day, being function of both solar
panel temperature 𝑇 and solar global radiation 𝐺 received by the panel.
In literature, many solar cell models have been developed, some are dis-
cussed in [13]. For our purpose, we choose one of these: the single diode
model, without considering the parallel Shunt resistor [17], and applied the
four-parameters method to calculate the generated current [7].
Using this model, we need to calculate four parameters, using values con-
tained on the solar panel data-sheet: short circuit current 𝐼𝑠𝑐, open circuit
voltage 𝑉𝑜𝑐, current and voltage at maximum power point (𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑝 and 𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝, re-
spectively). We will also need the temperature coefficients (𝛼 and 𝛽) to consider
the temperature effect on solar cells. Table 6.1 shows the Campbell Scientific
SP20 data-sheet, which is the solar panel installed on La Mare AWS.
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Parameter Description Value
𝑃𝑚𝑝𝑝 Minimum peak power 17W
𝑃𝑡𝑝𝑝 Typical peak power (±10%) 20W
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑝 Current at peak power 1170mA
𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝 Voltage at peak power 17.1V
𝐼𝑠𝑐 Short circuit current 1270mA
𝑉𝑜𝑐 Open circuit voltage 20.8V
𝐼15𝑉 Current at 15V (25°C) 1240mA
𝛼 Temperature coefficient of current 1.2mA/°C
𝛽 Temperature coefficient of voltage -73mV/°C
𝛾 Temperature coefficient of power -0.38%/°C
𝑁𝑐 Number of cells of the solar panel 36
Power ratings are obtained under standard test conditions (STC)
of 𝐺 = 1000W/m2 and 𝑇 = 25°C.
In the following, from Equation 6.4 on, some of the parameters in
this table will be addressed with 𝑟𝑒𝑓 subscript or superscript
Table 6.1: Solar panel SP20 data-sheet
We can calculate the current produced by the solar panel 𝐼𝑝𝑣 as function of
voltage 𝑉𝑝𝑣:
𝐼𝑝𝑣 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝑑 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼0
[︃
𝑒𝑞
𝑉𝑝𝑣+𝐼𝑝𝑣 ·𝑅𝑠
𝐾𝑛𝑇 − 1
]︃
(6.1)
with:
𝐼𝑑: current on the diode branch;
𝐼0: reverse saturation current of the diode;
𝑞: absolute value of electron charge (1.60217657× 10−19 C);
𝐸𝑔: band gap energy of silicon (1.79443775× 10−19 J for silicon at 25°C [15]);
𝐾: Boltzmann constant (1.380658× 10−23 J/K);
𝑛: diode ideality factor, a number usually between 1 and 2 depending on the
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fabrication process and semiconductor material;
𝑁𝑐: number of cells constituting the solar panel.
We define the thermal voltage 𝑉𝑇 =
𝐾𝑇
𝑞
, then:
𝐼𝑝𝑣 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼0
[︃
𝑒
𝑉𝑝𝑣+𝐼𝑝𝑣 ·𝑅𝑠
𝑛·𝑉𝑇 − 1
]︃
. (6.2)
A method to identify the four parameters required for Equation 6.3 was
proposed by Kou et al. [12]. They treated the product 𝑛 · 𝑉𝑇 as a single
parameter and denoted it as 𝑎.
𝑎 = 𝑛 · 𝑉𝑇 :
𝐼𝑝𝑣 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼0
[︃
𝑒
𝑉𝑝𝑣+𝐼𝑝𝑣 ·𝑅𝑠
𝑎 − 1
]︃
(6.3)
The short-circuit current can be found when 𝑉 = 0:
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑝ℎ = 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑠𝑐 (6.4)
Parameters of the system under reference conditions (STC) will be:
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 =
𝛽 · 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑐 +
𝐸𝑔𝑁𝑐
𝑞⎛⎝𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 · 𝛼
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑝ℎ
⎞⎠− 3
(6.5)
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓0 =
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑝ℎ
𝑒𝑥𝑝
⎛⎝𝑉 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑐
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓
− 1
⎞⎠ (6.6)
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑠 =
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 · ln
⎛⎝1− 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑚𝑝𝑝
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑝ℎ
⎞⎠− 𝑉 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑚𝑝𝑝 + 𝑉 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑐
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑚𝑝𝑝
(6.7)
Now, these four parameters need to be translated to the actual environmen-
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tal conditions: temperature 𝑇 and irradiance 𝐺. This can be achieved using
the following equations:
𝐼𝑝ℎ =
𝐺
𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓
· 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑝ℎ · [1 + 𝛼𝑠𝑐(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )] (6.8)
𝑎 = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 ·
⎛⎝ 𝑇
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
⎞⎠ (6.9)
𝐼0 = 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓0 · 𝑒𝑥𝑝
⎡⎣⎛⎝𝐸𝑔𝑁𝑐
𝑞𝑎
⎞⎠⎛⎝1− 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑇
⎞⎠⎤⎦ ·
⎛⎝ 𝑇
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
⎞⎠3 (6.10)
𝑅𝑠 = 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑠 (6.11)
At this point, using the equation 6.3, we can calculate the value of the cur-
rent 𝐼𝑝𝑣.
Unfortunately, La Mare AWS is not equipped with a solar panel tempera-
ture sensor: whilst the solar global incident radiation sensor (upwards pointing
pyranometer, see section 3.1.5) gives a good approximation of the light arriving
on the panel, the solar panel temperature may differ from the environmental
temperature, measured by any of the temperature sensors available on the
AWS. This happens because the low reflective surface of the solar panel may
get warmer, or colder in case of icy wind, than the temperature measured by
the probes; in addition to this, water, ice or snow may cover the surface, caus-
ing its temperature to drift away from the sensor measurements.
By the way, paper [16] describes a mathematical model to predict the panel
temperature, based on the field monitored real data of ambient temperature,
irradiance and wind speed. This study performed a reduction and analysis on
a long-term collected data, and obtained a simple linear relationship between
module temperature and the following environmental conditions: air temper-
ature, irradiance, and wind speed. Panel temperature was also tested against
humidity and wind direction, but resulted independent from these two param-
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eters.
The study obtained the following empirical equation, which has been im-
plemented in our work:
𝑇𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 = 0.943 · 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 0.028 ·𝐺− 1.528 · 𝑣𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 + 4.3 (6.12)
Summarizing, we can calculate 𝐼𝑝𝑣 measuring the voltage at the solar panel
ouput, the ambient temperature, irradiance, wind speed, and a set of opera-
tional data obtained from the solar panel data-sheet. Equations 6.12 and 6.3
give the solution to estimate 𝐼𝑝𝑣.
We define the generated power 𝑃 , as:
𝑃 = 𝑉𝑝𝑣𝐼𝑝𝑣 (6.13)
6.2 Harvesting implementation on the AWS
The following subroutine, periodically called by the main control program, cal-
culates the generated solar power 𝑃 , as modeled in Equations (6.4) to (6.11).
It was originally developed in [13], and in this work was implemented in CR-
BASIC and updated with Equation 6.12 and with solar panel SP20 values.
1 Sub CalcPist (Pist , V_in , AirTC , RGup , Vvento_S_WVT )
2 [ . . . ]
3
4 V_pv = V_in
5 G = RGup
6 T = (0 .943∗ AirTC+0.028∗G−1.528∗Vvento_S_WVT+4.3)+273
7 Eg = 1.12
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8 Isc_ref = 1.270
9 beta_v = −73/1000
10 alpha = 1.2/1000
11 Voc_ref = 20.8
12 Vmpp_ref = 17.1
13 Impp_ref = 1.170
14 T_ref = 298
15 G_ref = 1000
16 Nc = 36
17
18 Iph_ref = Isc_ref
19 a_ref = ( beta_v ∗ T_ref − Voc_ref + Eg∗Nc ) / ( ( ( T_ref∗alpha←˒
) /Iph_ref )−3)
20 I0_ref = Iph_ref /(EXP( ( Voc_ref/a_ref ) − 1) )
21 Rs = ( a_ref∗LOG(1 − ( Impp_ref/Iph_ref ) ) − Vmpp_ref + ←˒
Voc_ref ) /Impp_ref
22 Iph = (G/G_ref ) ∗( Iph_ref + alpha ∗(T − T_ref ) )
23 a = a_ref ∗(T/T_ref )
24 I0 = I0_ref ∗ EXP( ( Eg∗Nc/a ) ∗(1 − ( T_ref/T ) ) ) ∗PWR( ( T/T_ref←˒
) , 3 )
25 Ipv = Iph − I0 ∗(EXP( Vpv/a ) − 1)
26 I f ( Ipv < 0) Then
27 Ipv = 0
28 EndIf
29 Pist = Vpv∗Ipv
30 EndSub
Listing 6.1: Instantaneous generated electrical power calculation
In Equation 6.3, 𝐼𝑝𝑣 is both on the left side of the equation and on the right
side, as exponent of an exponential term, and this would let the calculation be
much more complicated.
Since 𝐼𝑝𝑣 is expected to be 0 ÷ 1 A (𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑝 = 1.17𝐴), and 𝑅𝑠 is << 1Ω, the term
𝐼𝑝𝑣𝑅𝑠 will be << 𝑉𝑝𝑣, thus an approximation was made to calculate 𝐼𝑝𝑣, not
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considering the 𝐼𝑝𝑣𝑅𝑠 term on top of the exponential.
The first part contains the initialization for the value of voltage Vpv. On
our station, we unfortunately do not have a correct voltage reading, because
the solar panel, the battery and the data-logger are connected through a power
regulator. We have no access to measures on the input terminals of this regu-
lator (wires between the solar panel and the regulator). Using a voltmeter on
the solar panel bound terminals of the regulator would give a more precise idea
of the numeric values that need to be passed to V_in. In this work, we use
the Batt_Volt reading, that is the voltage measured at data-logger power-in
terminals (i.e. regulator output). This way, we do not know how much energy
actually comes from the battery and how much from the solar panel. Anyway,
the method explained is valid, only numeric values are slightly incorrect.
The solar radiation G comes directly from the albedometer reading. In
particular, this value is measured by the upwards looking pyranometer RGup,
which measures the direct and spread radiation received. We ignore the reading
coming from the downwards looking pyranometer (which measures the reflected
radiation). This because the solar panel is inclined looking upwards, thus most
of the solar radiation it receives comes from the top and the sides, but few light
comes from the bottom.
The panel temperature T is calculated starting from the air temperature
AirTC, wind speed Vvento_S_WVT and solar radiation G received, as per Equa-
tion 6.12.
The following values are extracted from the solar panel data-sheet shown
in Table 6.1 (some of them, expressed as submultiples, such as 𝑚𝑉 and 𝑚𝐴,
are converted to SI base units). Moreover, Celsius degrees are translated to
Kelvin.
Then, the solar panel output current 𝐼𝑝𝑣 is calculated and, for the sake of
argument, the charge regulator is simply implemented by zeroing the output
current if the result is negative. Then, the instantaneous power 𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑡 is calcu-
lated, and its value returned to the main program.
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To calculate 𝐸ℎ, and then predict what the next sampling time interval will
be, we have followed two different approaches: the first approach is to look
back in time, keeping in memory the latest 12 values of 𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑡, and calculate 𝐸ℎ
on the basis of what was seen. The other approach, is to only use the latest
2 calculated values of 𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑡, and see how differently the station reacts to these
variations.
In the first approach, we have implemented two circular buffers on the AWS,
using 12 elements arrays: the first contains calculated powers 𝑃𝑖, according to
Listing 6.1, the latter contains the sensors sampling periods τ𝑖 (more on the
calculation of sampling periods will be explained in section 6.3).
1 ' f i l e : lamare−cr1000 . CR1
2 [ . . . ]
3 Public Powers (12) As Float
4 Public Periods (12) As Float
5 Public firstIndex , lastIndex As Long
6 firstIndex = lastIndex = 0
7 Dim c As Long
8 For c = 1 To 12
9 Powers (c ) = 0
10 Periods (c ) = 0
11 Next
12 [ . . . ]
Listing 6.2: Circular arrays definition and initialization
To calculate 𝐸ℎ, we have dimensioned these arrays with 12 elements1. The
number 12 was chosen because we imagined to set a lower bound to sampling
period (5 minutes), thus the mean harvested energy 𝐸ℎ is calculated, at least,
on a one-hour time window. Obviously, if the sampling time increases, the time
1Unlike other programming languages, such as C, where arrays start with index number
0, the first element in CRBasic arrays is marked with number 1.
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we look back at will increase correspondingly.
At the end of every sampling period, the generated power is calculated, and
its value is inserted into the Powers array, while the current sampling period
is added to the Periods array. firstIndex and lastIndex are counters used
to keep track of the first and the last value of the circular buffer.
When the two arrays are full (12 elements each), the system reaches a steady
state.
Define 𝑇 as the total time considered, with 𝑛 = 1, on first execution, and
will be incremented up to 12, as the system reaches a steady state.
𝑇 =
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1
τ𝑖
𝐸𝑇 =
∫︁
𝑇
𝑃 (𝑡) d𝑡
=
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1
(︂
𝑃𝑖−1 + 𝑃𝑖
2 × τ𝑖
)︂ (6.14)
As stated above, the total time 𝑇 varies, being function of 𝑛 time intervals,
each of them having different duration, generally speaking (see section 6.3). In
order to normalize the value of 𝐸𝑇 , we decided to calculate the energy value
on a time span of one hour, thus dividing 𝐸𝑇 by the total time of considered
intervals (𝑇 ), we calculate the average available power during the considered
time span, and then we multiply this value by 3600 seconds. We need this
normalized value because the minimum and maximum thresholds of 𝐸ℎ will
be remotely configured by an operator in chapter 7, and we decided to express
these values in terms of energy harvested in one hour.
𝐸ℎ =
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1
(︂
𝑃𝑖−1 + 𝑃𝑖
2 × τ𝑖
)︂
𝑇
× 3600 (6.15)
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What stated above is graphically depicted in the following figure:
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Figure 6.2: Calculated power and harvested energy
Figure 6.2 shows a time-power curve (red line), where generated power is
calculated at the end of every sampling period τ𝑖. The light green area beneath
the curve represents the total energy 𝐸𝑇 , as seen at the end of the 12th interval.
The blue line is the 𝐸ℎ curve, calculated at the end of every sampling period,
using the latest 12 samples, according to Equation 6.15.
The duration of each τ𝑖 sampling interval depends on the calculated 𝐸ℎ. This
will be covered in section 6.3 when dealing with adaptive energy policies.
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The following code snippet shows the implementation of Equation 6.15 in
CRBasic.
1 Sub calcEh (Eh , bufferP (12) , bufferT (12) , start_ , end_ )
2 Public totTime As Long
3 Dim i As Long
4 Dim j As Long
5 Dim part As Float
6 I f ( ( start_ = 1 AND end_ = 1) OR ( start_ = 0 AND end_ = 0)←˒
) Then
7 Eh = 0
8 ExitSub
9 EndIf
10 totTime = 0
11 Call calcTotTime ( totTime , bufferT , start_ , end_ )
12 i = start_
13 j = (i+1) MOD 13
14 I f (j = 0) Then
15 j = 1
16 EndIf
17 part = 0
18 Do While j <> end_
19 part = part + (( bufferP (j )+bufferP (i ) ) /2) ∗bufferT (j )
20 i = (i+1) MOD 13
21 j = (j+1) MOD 13
22 I f (i = 0) Then
23 j = 2
24 i = 1
25 EndIf
26 I f (j = 0) Then
27 j = 1
28 EndIf
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29 Loop
30 part = part + (( bufferP (j )+bufferP (i ) ) /2) ∗bufferT (j )
31 Eh = part/totTime ∗ 3600
32 EndSub
Listing 6.3: Computation of 𝐸ℎ in CRBasic using two circular buffers
First of all, the “empty buffer” case is faced: in this case, we set 𝐸ℎ to 0,
and then the subroutine quits, returning the control to the main program.
By doing this, the sampling period is set to maximum at least once at boot,
for a more conservative behavior. This routine starts to effectively work and
calculate the correct 𝐸ℎ after two loops.
On the other hand, if the buffer is not empty, the total time 𝑇 is calculated
with:
1 Call calcTotTime(totTime , bufferT , start_ , end_)
This subroutine is fed with the output variable name totTime, the circular
array bufferT on which the sum of elements should be calculated, and the
array first and last indexes: start_ and end_.
Once the total time has been calculated, the routine enters a While loop,
where 𝐸𝑇 is computed using the Equation 6.14. After that, 𝐸ℎ is calculated
(Equation 6.15) and returned.
To test this method, an analysis was made using daily data from August
12th, 2013. Figure 6.3 shows the powers 𝑃𝑖 in red, and corresponding values of
𝐸ℎ calculated for each sample of environmental data in blue.
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Figure 6.3: 12 samples model
This graph shows that the station is rather slow to react to changes in
environmental data. For example, the red line shows that sunrise happens at
about 5.30 am, in fact the red line rises consequently, since the albedometer
measures an increasing sunlight. 𝐸ℎ, on the other hand, rises much later,
because its computation uses many samples from the past (night), where there
was no light and thus power was null.
During the day, eventual peaks of power, for example around 1.00 pm, are
damped, and the 𝐸ℎ curve results smoother that the 𝑃 curve.
At sunset, the station continues to believe that there is more energy available
than in reality, because it still considers data sampled in the afternoon. The
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𝐸ℎ curve in this example does not reach zero either at midnight, hours after
the sunset.
The second approach is simpler: it only uses the last two samples of 𝑃 , in
order to calculate 𝐸ℎ. It calculates the average of the two powers, and then
multiplies this value by 3600 seconds.
𝐸ℎ =
𝑃𝑖−1 + 𝑃𝑖
2 × 3600 (6.16)
The resulting graph of this model is shown in Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.4: 2 samples model
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By comparing this graph with Figure 6.3, it appears clear that in this second
case, the station reacts faster than in previous case, by following more precisely
what sensors measure. As soon as the sun starts to rise, 𝐸ℎ gets higher than
0. Eventual fluctuations and sudden spikes during the day are immediately
detected, and 𝐸ℎ adjusted accordingly, and when the sun sets, 𝐸ℎ quickly goes
back to zero.
Using any of these two methods, or any other method to calculate 𝐸ℎ, we
made the station context-aware. Now we need to define a method to actually
modify the sensors sampling period τ, using 𝐸ℎ as discriminating factor.
6.3 Adaptive energy policies
AWSs are programmed to loop through some operations, such as sensing and
transmitting sensed data. These loops are repeated every τ seconds, and the
more often sensing and transmission occur, the more energy will be spent. The
period τ can be determined by an adaptive energy policy.
Energy policies can be divided in static and adaptive: static policies are not
influenced by external factors, they are completely unaware of circumstances
such as lack of sunlight or wind, and subsequent low energy available on the
station. Adaptive policies, on the other hand, take into account external factors
and adjust their behavior consequently: for example, if few energy can be
harvested at a given time, sensors will sample at a lower frequency, and data
transmission will be postponed.
This work concentrates on adaptive policies.
Define, for the station, two time-dependent values:
• 𝐸ℎ: Estimated energy that can be harvested from the environment, ac-
cording to data read from the environmental sensors and calculated as
shown previously;
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• 𝑉𝑏: Voltage of the battery2.
We define a constant, hardcoded on the station, as a lower threshold to preserve
the station survival.
• 𝑉 𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛: Minimum voltage provided by the battery. If the battery voltage
is below this threshold, sensors sampling period is set to maximum, no
matter how much energy we can harvest at the moment.
Previous works dealt with sampling frequencies. Since SI expresses frequency
is in Hz (i.e. 𝑠−1, dimensionally), but an AWS may require a very low sampling
frequency, (one sample every 15 minutes or even 30 or 60 minutes), we may
end up dealing with unpractical small numbers (30 minutes is 0.00056 Hz).
For this reason, we decided to translate all frequencies to time periods, i.e. in
the following we will define all policies in terms of time and sampling period,
instead of sampling frequency.
Moreover, every sensor may have its own sampling period, theoretically. In this
work, we decided to manage all the sensors together, i.e. they all work with
the same sampling period.
For all sensors in the system, four thresholds are defined:
• 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 : Minimum and maximum energy that can be harvested
from the environment. If 𝐸ℎ < 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 we assume that the environment
is not able to provide enough energy, thus we set the sampling period
to a maximum. On the other hand, if 𝐸ℎ > 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 we have plenty of
available energy from the environment, thus we can make the most out
of our sensors in terms of number of samples, and decrease the sample
period accordingly.
• τ𝑚𝑖𝑛 and τ𝑀𝐴𝑋 : Minimum and maximum sensors sampling period;
These thresholds can be customized, as we will see in chapter 7.
2We have no access to this value, but can only access the power regulator output voltage
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The initial sampling period τ is coded into the station, and the station loops
using this sampling period. Every time the program loops, the AWS estimates
𝑃 and determines 𝐸ℎ, and modifies the sampling period τ, according to one of
the following algorithms.
Previous works [10] developed three adaptive policies: linear, exponential,
steps. Figure 6.5 shows a comparative graph of these three policies.
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Figure 6.5: Policies graphical comparison
The four customizable thresholds, defined above, give rise to two points in
the graph: 𝑃 = (𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛, τ𝑀𝐴𝑋) and 𝑄 = (𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 , τ𝑚𝑖𝑛).
Steps policy has one more parameter, an integer 𝑁 which defines the number
of steps.
Adaptive policies, in general, work as follows: if 𝑉𝑏 < 𝑉 𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 or 𝐸ℎ < 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛, τ
is set to τ𝑀𝐴𝑋 ; on the other hand, if 𝐸ℎ > 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 , the sampling period is set to
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τ𝑚𝑖𝑛. If 𝐸ℎ is between 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 , instead, the behavior varies according
to the chosen policy.
6.3.1 Linear policy
Linear policy decreases the sensors sampling period τ linearly with the increas-
ing of available energy to harvest 𝐸ℎ, according to the following algorithm and
CRBasic code snippet.
if 𝑉𝑏 < 𝑉 𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 then
τ← τ𝑀𝐴𝑋
else if 𝐸ℎ > 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 then
τ← τ𝑚𝑖𝑛
else if 𝐸ℎ < 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 then
τ← τ𝑀𝐴𝑋
else
τ =
⌈︃
τ𝑀𝐴𝑋 + (𝐸ℎ − 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛)
τ𝑚𝑖𝑛 − τ𝑀𝐴𝑋
𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 − 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉︃
end if
1 Sub POL_Linear ( NewPeriod_ , Batt_ , Energy_ , Ehmax_ , Ehmin_ , ←˒
tmin_ , tmax_ , Battmin_ )
2 I f ( Batt_ < Battmin_ ) Then
3 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
4 ExitSub
5 EndIf
6
7 Select Case Energy_
8 Case Is > Ehmax_
9 NewPeriod_ = tmin_
10 Case Is < Ehmin_
11 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
12 Case Else
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13 NewPeriod_ = Ceiling ( tmax_ + ( tmin_ − tmax_ ) ∗ ( ( Energy_←˒
− Ehmin_ ) /( Ehmax_ − Ehmin_ ) ) )
14 EndSelect
15 EndSub
Listing 6.4: CRBasic code for linear policy
Since we decided to use seconds to express our sampling period, we need to
round the period off. Moreover, in order to make policies (slightly) more conser-
vative, we adopt the precaution to round the new period up, using the Ceiling
function.
6.3.2 Exponential policy
This policy exponentially decreases the sampling period, when energy that can
be harvested increases, using the exponential formula 𝑦 = 𝑎 𝑒𝑏𝑥. In our case,
𝑏 < 0, thus the result is a negative (decreasing) exponential function.
By using this policy, small increases of available energy produce higher
decreases in sampling period, as compared to linear policy.
As shown in figure Figure 6.5, this policy is less conservative than linear
policy, that is, it will generate a higher number of samples, 𝐸ℎ being equal.
The following, is the algorithm implemented in this policy.
if 𝑉𝑏 < 𝑉 𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 then
τ← τ𝑀𝐴𝑋
else if 𝐸ℎ > 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 then
τ← τ𝑚𝑖𝑛
else if 𝐸ℎ < 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 then
τ← τ𝑀𝐴𝑋
else
𝑎 = 𝑒
(︃
𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 ln(τ𝑚𝑖𝑛)− 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 ln(τ𝑀𝐴𝑋)
𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋
)︃
, 𝑏 =
ln(τ𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑎
)
𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋
τ =
⌈︁
𝑎 𝑒𝑏𝐸ℎ
⌉︁
end if
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Two parameters, 𝑎 and 𝑏, are used to calculate the exponential regression
(or exponential least squares fitting) between the two points 𝑃 and 𝑄 shown
in Figure 6.5.
Listing 6.5 shows the CRBasic code to implement an exponential policy on
a station.
1 Sub POL_Exponential ( NewPeriod_ , Batt_ , Energy_ , Ehmax_ , ←˒
Ehmin_ , tmin_ , tmax_ , Battmin_ )
2 I f ( Batt_ < Battmin_ ) Then
3 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
4 ExitSub
5 EndIf
6
7 Select Case Energy_
8 Case Is > Ehmax_
9 NewPeriod_ = tmin_
10 Case Is < Ehmin_
11 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
12 Case Else
13 Dim param_a As Float
14 Dim param_b As Float
15 param_a = EXP( ( Ehmin_∗LN ( tmin_ )−Ehmax_∗LN ( tmax_ ) ) /(←˒
Ehmin_−Ehmax_ ) )
16 param_b = LN ( tmin_/param_a ) /Ehmax_
17 NewPeriod_ = Ceiling ( param_a∗EXP( param_b ∗ Energy_ ) )
18 EndSelect
19 EndSub
Listing 6.5: CRBasic code for exponential policy
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6.3.3 Steps policy
This policy decreases τ when energy increases, dividing the [𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 ] in-
terval into smaller intervals, each of them having a constant sampling period.
This policy requires an extra parameter, the number of steps 𝑁 , which can be
arbitrarily chosen (𝑁 ≥ 1). If 𝑁 = 1, τ will be at the maximum value τ𝑀𝐴𝑋
for 𝐸ℎ ≤ 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 , and will fall to τ𝑚𝑖𝑛 when 𝐸ℎ > 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 . The behavior of
the policy will increasingly resemble the linear policy behavior, increasing the
number of steps 𝑁 , as shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Steps policy dependency on number of steps 𝑁 (using Floor)
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if 𝑉𝑏 < 𝑉 𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 then
τ← τ𝑀𝐴𝑋
else if 𝐸ℎ > 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 then
τ← τ𝑚𝑖𝑛
else if 𝐸ℎ < 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 then
τ← τ𝑀𝐴𝑋
else
τ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 𝐸ℎ − 𝐸
ℎ
𝑚𝑖𝑛⌊︃
𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 − 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑁
⌋︃
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦×
⌊︂
τ𝑚𝑖𝑛 − τ𝑀𝐴𝑋
𝑁
⌋︂
+ τ𝑀𝐴𝑋
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
end if
1 Sub POL_Steps ( NewPeriod_ , Batt_ , Energy_ , Ehmax_ , Ehmin_ , ←˒
tmin_ , tmax_ , Battmin_ , N )
2 I f ( Batt_ < Battmin_ ) Then
3 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
4 ExitSub
5 EndIf
6
7 Select Case Energy_
8 Case Is > Ehmax_
9 NewPeriod_ = tmin_
10 Case Is < Ehmin_
11 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
12 Case Else
13 Public passo_x ' grandezza del passo sulle ascisse
14 Public passo_y ' grandezza del passo sulle ordinate
15 Public num_scalini ' spostamento (in numero di scalini )←˒
da fare rispetto alla frequenza minima
16 passo_x=Floor ( ( Ehmax_−Ehmin_ ) /N )
17 passo_y=Floor ( ( tmin_−tmax_ ) /N )
18 num_scalini=Floor ( ( Energy_−Ehmin_ ) /passo_x )
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19 NewPeriod_ = Ceiling ( num_scalini∗passo_y+tmax_ )
20 EndSelect
21 EndSub
Listing 6.6: CRBasic code for steps policy
The rounding operator used for the variable num_scalini (Floor or Ceiling)
determines whether the steps graphs will be above or below the linear policy.
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Figure 6.7: Steps policy comparison
Figure 6.7 explains what stated above. Calculating num_scalini using the
Ceiling function will result in a more aggressive policy (lower sampling pe-
riod), with respect to the linear policy. On the other hand, Floor will result in
a more conservative policy (higher sampling period). Since the main goal for
an AWS is to survive, we will opt for the conservative policy, using the Floor
operator.
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Note that, differently from what stated at the beginning of this section, if
the Ceiling mode is used and 𝑁 = 1, τ will immediately fall to the minimum
value τ𝑚𝑖𝑛 for 𝐸ℎ ≥ 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛, as shown in Figure 6.8.
On the other hand, similarly to what stated before, the policy will get closer
to linear behavior, increasing the value of 𝑁 , also using Ceiling.
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Figure 6.8: Steps policy dependency on number of steps 𝑁 (using Ceiling)
Chapter 7
AWS remote configuration
As shown in the previous chapter, adaptive policies need some input parame-
ters, such as minimum and maximum sampling time, minimum and maximum
available energy thresholds.
To make the AWS more adaptive, we decided to give the possibility to
adjust these parameters, and to do it remotely.
This way, in order to reconfigure the station, rewriting, recompiling code
and installing the compiled code on the station will not be required anymore,
since some parameters will be user-configurable remotely and then transferred
via modem to the station.
In this chapter, we introduce a method to transfer a configuration file from
a computer running LoggerNet Server to the AWS, when the latter connects to
the server. We also give a detailed description of the configuration file structure,
as well as the parameters that can be tweaked.
7.1 Tweaking an AWS working parameters
7.1.1 CoraScript
In a standard scenario, the data flow is composed by a logger sending its data
tables to LoggerNet Server (and this is covered by standard means in Logger-
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Net Server GUI).
On the contrary, in this case, a file transfer in the opposite direction is needed
in order to send configuration parameters from LoggerNet Server to the AWS.
This eventuality can not be covered using the standard GUI, but instead,
it must be addressed using another utility, built in LoggerNet Server, called
CoraScript [6].
CoraScript is a command line interpreter, installed as an utility with Log-
gerNet server package. It reads commands from standard input and writes the
results of those commands to standard output. Commands are used control
the LoggerNet server operation.
CoraScript processes commands serially, in the sequence they are issued. A
command is always terminated by a semicolon (;), telling CoraScript that the
command is complete and ready to execute.
Using CoraScript, users gain fine-grained control over the LoggerNet server,
enabling useful functions for testing, troubleshooting and automating Logger-
Net server operations.
CoraScript shell can be opened from LoggerNet program dashboard, under
Utilities - CoraScript. Issung the command help; will open an interpreter
reference guide, which lists and explains all CoraScript commands.
Among the many commands available, this work concentrates on the com-
mands needed to send a configuration file to the AWS.
7.1.2 Sending parameters to the AWS
In this work, CoraScript is used to send a file to the remote station, upon
receiving a call from the station itself. But first, LoggerNet Server must be
instructed to execute a connection-triggered command.
In LoggerNet, we define a new task in Task Master, assigning a new Add
After command to the station. We define a new Station Event Type On
Call-Back, and we tell Task Master to execute a file (Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1: Task Master configuration to run a command upon Callback
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Task Master can launch executable (.exe) or batch (.bat) files: We created
a batch file, cora_send.bat containing the following line:
1 C : \ Programmi\Campbellsci\LoggerNet\cora_cmd . exe <c : \←˒
sendfile . cora
The sendfile.cora file (Listing 7.1) contains some CoraScript commands,
used to send a file to the remote station:
1 connect localhost;
2 send -file CR1000_2 c:\ config.txt --logger -file -name=←˒
"USR:config.txt";
3 disconnect;
4 exit;
Listing 7.1: CoraScript file to send a file to a station
Code in Listing 7.1 instructs the CoraScript interpreter to:
• Connecting to a LoggerNet server is the first required step: in this case,
the server is installed on the same machine, thus the connection is done
on localhost;
• Send the file c:\config.txt to the station, whose name is CR1000_2,
and save that file to the USR partition on the station’s internal memory.
Destination file name will be the same as local (config.txt);
• Disconnect from the local LoggerNet server;
• Exit CoraScript command shell.
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7.1.3 Checking configuration file consistency
As pointed out in section 5.2, the ModemCallback instruction is asynchronous,
as it executes in the background. As the main program continues to run, when
it reaches the point where the configuration file has to be read, we have to be
sure that the configuration file has been completely transferred.
In fact, an incomplete file transfer generates a spurious file on the station; this
may happen because the program tries to read it too soon, i.e. it is still open
for writing and the remote server is still sending it, or it may be incorrectly
closed as result of an incomplete transfer (connection drop). In both cases,
reading this file will eventually lead to a critical status of the station, since its
parameters would be set in a wrong way. Therefore, a method to check if the
file transfer was successfully completed is necessary.
In order to do this check, we will see the file modification time. First of
all, CRBasic changes a file modification time only if the file has been correctly
closed after being written. In case of a bad transfer, for instance if the carrier
is lost, the file will not be correctly closed, and this will not trigger a change
in the file modification date. Moreover, CRBasic provides some instructions to
help checking if a change in the file modification time occurred.
In particular, the CRBasic NewFile instruction was used.
1 NewFile(NewFileVar , FileName)
• NewFileVar : The NewFileVar is a variable formatted as Boolean, Long,
or Float that will hold the result of the instruction. If a new file has been
stored, the variable will be set to 0. Each time the instruction is executed
and a new file is not detected, NewFileVar will be incremented by 1.
• FileName: The "Filename" parameter is the name of the file on the data-
logger to be monitored. FileName must be enclosed in quotes. It is
entered in the format of "Device:FileName" where Device is CPU, CRD,
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or USB (for the datalogger’s memory, a compact flash card, or an SC115,
respectively). A device of USR can also be specified. The USR device is
an area of memory that can be set up by the user by assigning a value
to the datalogger’s UsrDriveSize setting in the Status table. This drive
must be set to at least 8192 bytes, in 512 byte increments (if the value
entered is not a multiple of 512 bytes, the size will be rounded up).
1 ' f i l e : lamare−cr1000 . CR1
2 [ . . . ]
3
4 Public confFileTime As Long
5 confFileTime = 1 ' set to 1 to start counting
6
7 [ . . . ]
8
9 NewFile ( confFileTime , "USR:config.txt" )
10 I f ( confFileTime = 0) Then
11 confFileTime = 1
12 confFile = FileOpen ("USR:config.txt" , "r" , 0)
13
14 [ . . . ]
Listing 7.2: NewFile instruction usage in our context.
The above code explains what previously stated: confFileTime is set to
1 to let NewFile start counting correctly, otherwise it would always count 0.
This function checks if the file, passed as second parameter, was modified since
the last time NewFile was called. If it was not modified, confFileTime is
incremented by 1. Otherwise, if the file was modified, confFileTime is set to
0, and the program enters the following If branch, in which it reads the file
and applies the policies as specified in the configuration file.
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The NewFile function is placed inside the main program loop, in order to
periodically check the modification time of config.txt.
7.1.4 Configuration file format
The config.txt file is a configuration text file containing comma separated
values:
1 Policy ,1 ,10000 ,40000 ,1800 ,600
Listing 7.3: Text file including parameters to tweak
Each row contains one parameter (key), followed by some comma-separated
values, that have a meaning according to the parameter itself. The following
sub-section explains what these parameters mean.
7.1.5 Configuration parameters
According to Listing 7.3, there are some parameters, the operator can tweak to
modify the station behavior without recompiling the application code on the
station.
The first string is the key for that row: at the moment, only the key "Policy"
is defined, but other rows can be introduced in the future, in order to configure
other parameters of the station.
• Policy: This parameter sets the energetic policy to use, and is followed
by some comma-separated options:
– Policy number : 1 is for Linear policy, 2 for Exponential policy, 3 for
Steps policy
– 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛: This is the 𝐸ℎ lower threshold, below which the behavior is
constant (τ = τ𝑀𝐴𝑋);
– 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 : This is the 𝐸ℎ higher threshold, above which the behavior
is constant (τ = τ𝑚𝑖𝑛);
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– τ𝑀𝐴𝑋 : Maximum sensors sampling period (seconds)
– τ𝑚𝑖𝑛: Minimum sensors sampling period (seconds)
– 𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠: Number of steps (steps policy only)
(Between 𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝐸ℎ𝑀𝐴𝑋 the behavior follows one of the three policies)
Chapter 8
Conclusions and future works
A new data transfer mode was proposed: this way the station can autonomously
start a transmission, whenever it feels to, instead of waiting to be called from
a remote server.
A mathematical model for the solar panel has been implemented, in order
to calculate the energy that can be harvested from the environment, based on
the data collected by physical sensors. In particular, the energy that can be
taken is function of the irradiance and solar panel temperature. Since the AWS
lacks a panel temperature sensor, this temperature is calculated starting from
air temperature, irradiance and wind speed.
Adaptive policies, derived from previous works, have been implemented in
CRBASIC and run on a physical datalogger, and applied to sensors, in order
to vary their sampling period.
This study can be used as the basis to implement an adaptive way to trans-
mit data when there is sufficient energy to start a communication without
risking to shut the station down.
Another aim, reached in this work, is to give the possibility, for an operator,
to modify the behavior of the AWS, adapting its policies to the environmental
conditions. This allows the Automatic Weather Station to use the available
energy more efficiently, in order to use more energy when available, and save it
when scarce. Previous works have developed, tested and analyzed in a simu-
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lator, three energetic policies in order to maximize the data amount to energy
efficiency ratio; this work has implemented these policies on the station hard-
ware.
Future works may concentrate on:
• Implement a transmission behavior combining the data transfer method
introduced in chapter 5 and adaptive energy policies;
• Predict the next value of 𝐸ℎ using time of day, and day of year. We
may predict 𝐸ℎ as increasing if we are just before or during sunrise, and,
conversely, predict a decreasing 𝐸ℎ if before or during sunset.
• Find the best numeric parameters, for the three policies, in order to
maximize the output data and energy efficiency;
• Develop more complex and/or more efficient policies;
• Implement a more accurate model for the solar panel and for the battery
charge regulator;
• On the Automatic Weather Station, install a MPPT to get the most out
of the solar panel in every condition, and have more accurate data about
the available and harvestable energy;
• Develop an easy-to-use software to generate the station configuration file.
Furthermore, parameters inserted by the operator could (and should) be
validated by the simulator, notifying the user if a policy is feasible or not,
depending on inserted parameters. In fact, the possibility to adjust the
station’s behavior may lead to malfunctions or even discharge the battery
and, consequently, shut down the station, if parameters are not checked
before sending them to the station;
• Add more parameters to the configuration file, in order to achieve a finer-
grained configuration of the station’s behavior.
Appendix A
Testing environment
The following is a sort of manual for those who want to reproduce a testing
environment, similar to the one used for this work, including some problems
encountered and the way to solve them.
A.1 Hardware emplyoed
The datalogger, used as a test environment, was composed of a replica of the
CR1000 installed on the glacier, without sensors.
The modem connected to the station was a 56kbps Creative ModemBlaster
model No. DE5720, connected to a land-line phone. To replicate this envi-
ronment, a common V90 (56kbps) analog modem, capable of interpreting AT
commands could be used.
The land-line modem was connected to CR1000 CS I/O port thorugh a
Campbell Scientific SC105, a CS I/O to RS-232 adapter used to connect a
Campbell Scientific data-logger to an RS-232 DCE device. This way we are
able to connect a modem to a CS port, and communicate as if it were directly
connected to a RS-232 port. SC105 has two 9-pin inputs, one to connect the
modem, the other to connect the datalogger, using two serial cables. Power is
provided through pin 1 from the data-logger side (5V).
A Fastrack Xtend FXT009 GSM modem was directly connected to the PC,
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as well as the CR1000 Data-logger. Both these devices were connected using
two USB to RS-232 adapters, since the PC used for testing was not equipped
with serial ports1.
1The modem configuration is the contrary of the one used in real conditions (in testing,
the GSM modem is attached to the server, whereas the land-line modem is attached to the
data-logger). This configuration is only due to economic reasons, as the land-line phone
contract provided unlimited calls to mobile phones. Thus, because we want the station to
call the server, the land-line modem was attached to the station.
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Figure A.1: Testing environment connections
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LoggerNet Server 4.2.1.1 by Campbell Scientific was installed on a Windows
XP virtual machine (Virtualbox 4.3.10) on a PC running Ubuntu 14.04.1 LTS
64-bit.
Virtualbox was set to use two Serial Ports (COM1 and COM2), both of them
configured as Port Mode: Host Device (/dev/ttyUSB0 and /dev/ttyUSB1, re-
spectively). For the system to work correctly, it is important that the CR1000
and the GSM modem are always connected to the same virtual port upon
Windows XP boot, and this is achieved by always connecting the two USB
to RS-232 adapters in the same order, waiting a couple seconds for the device
to settle, before inserting the second adapter and before starting the virtual
machine.
A.2 Sensors emulation
Since no physical sensors were available in the testing environment, a method
to emulate sensing was needed. This task was accomplished by reproducing the
sensing behavior, by reading a file containing actual measurements, done on
the real AWS. The file is a set of comma-separated values, one for each sensor
in the system. Every row equals one entry in the data table on the station,
thus in our case we have one row every 15 minutes.
1 file: table.dat
2 [...]
3 250 ,0 ,0.028 ,6.25 ,68.2 ,4.049 ,3.916 , ←˒
230.1 ,14.7 , -81.7 , -26.88 ,259.9 ,316.7 , ←˒
6.305 ,5.975 ,5.911706 ,65.91273 ,0
4 [...]
The file was slightly edited, in particular the entry about the sampling time and
date was stripped off. All other values were left untouched. Previous listing
shows only one row of the file.
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The CRBasic part consists of a code snippet which reads one row of the file,
every Sensors_Period seconds, splits the read row into chunks (one chunk for
every comma) and saves every chunk into one field of the results array.
1 If TimeIntoInterval (0, Sensors_Period , sec) Then
2 'start mimic sensors data with .dat file
3 file = FileOpen("CPU:table.dat", "r", fileSeek)
4 If(fileSeek < FileSize(file)) Then
5 readBytes = FileReadLine(file , readLine , 200)
6 If (readBytes > 0) Then
7 SplitStr(results , readLine ,",", 19, 0)
8 RGup = results (2)
9 RGdown = results (3)
10 AirTC = results (4)
11 RH = results (5)
12 Vvento_S_WVT = results (6)
13 Vvento_U_WVT = results (7)
14 DirVento_DU_WVT = results (8)
15 DirVento_SDU_WVT = results (9)
16 IRup = results (10)
17 IRdown = results (11)
18 IRupc = results (12)
19 IRdownc = results (13)
20 T107_1 = results (14)
21 T107_2 = results (15)
22 Thmp45 = results (16)
23 URhmp45 = results (17)
24 CallTable(Table1)
25 fileSeek = fileSeek + readBytes ' + 2
26 EndIf
27 EndIf
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28 FileClose(file)
After that, the various variables containing the sensors measurements are
filled with the array contents, and at the end the pointer inside the file is moved
onwards of the number of characters read, plus the line feed and carriage return
characters, in order to be ready to read the following line of the file at the next
loop.
A.3 GSM Modem operation
In the GSM Modem, a Vodafone SIM was installed. The modem is tested
to work out of the box with both TIM and Vodafone sims. However, if a
new SIM activation is needed, there is a crucial difference between these two
operators: while any TIM voice SIM will work, a Vodafone data-only SIM
must be purchased. In fact, Vodafone technical support reports that Vodafone
network manages voice and data with two different signals, depending on the
SIM used. This results in two different call types, depending on the type of
SIM purchased. On the other hand, TIM is automatically able to tell call types
apart, depending from the originating device.
To check whether a correct SIM was installed in the modem, in order to
provide the correct call type, connect the modem to a PC and open a ter-
minal program, such as HyperTerminal on Windows. After connecting, type
AT+CRC=1 to enable extended Cellular Result Code. This instruction will print
to screen the extended format of incoming call indication.
Issuing a call to the modem number, this row should appear on screen:
1 +CRING: REL ASYNC
that denotes an asynchronous non-transparent call.
This was tested using both a TIM voice SIM and a Vodafone data SIM.
On the other hand, a Vodafone voice SIM will return:
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1 +CRING: VOICE
In both cases, if the modem is configured correctly (this part will be explained
later in this Appendix), the modem will auto-answer the call. However, in the
first case a machine-to-machine (M2M) call will be initiated, which is the cor-
rect behavior, whereas in the second case, a normal voice call will be initiated,
preventing the data-call to be accomplished.
On first activation, the GSM modem should be configured, according to [5],
with the following parameters:
1 AT&F // Reset to factory default settings
2 ATX0 // Basic connect messages only
3 ATS0=1 // Auto -answer incoming calls
4 AT+IFC=0,0 // Handshaking off
5 AT+WIND=0 // Turn off advanced result codes
6 AT+CICB=0 // Force incoming calls to data mode if no←˒
bearer declared
7 AT+WASR=1 // Turn off serial port if DTR is low
8 AT+WOPEN=0 // Turn off any AT-OPEN applications
9 AT&W // Save settings in non -volatile memory
Some of these instructions may be optional for some scenarios, but in this
case we decided to follow the printed manual.
Appendix B
Source code
1 Include "CPU:policies.CR1";
2 Include "CPU:gest_eh.CR1";
3
4 Public Batt_Volt
5 Public RGup
6 Public Solar_kJ
7 Public RGdown
8 Public Solar_k_2
9 Public TRHData (2)
10 Public Vvento_S_WVT
11 Public Vvento_U_WVT
12 Public DirVento_DU_WVT
13 Public DirVento_SDU_WVT
14 Public DT
15 Public TCDT
16 Public DBTCDT
17 Public TCR1000
18 Public IRup
19 Public IRdown
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20 Public Vo_Vi (2)
21 Public Rt1Kohm
22 Public Rt2Kohm
23 Public TIRup
24 Public TIRdown
25 Public IRupc
26 Public IRdownc
27 Public T107_1
28 Public T107_2
29 Public Thmp45
30 Public URhmp45
31 Public stddevRGup
32
33 Public Policy as Float
34
35 Alias TRHData (1)=AirTC
36 Alias TRHData (2)=RH
37 Public rTime (9)
38 Alias rTime (1) = Year
39 Alias rTime (2) = Month
40 Alias rTime (3) = DOM
41 Alias rTime (4) = Hour
42 Alias rTime (5) = Minute
43 Alias rTime (6) = Second
44 Alias rTime (7) = uSecond
45 Alias rTime (8) = WeekDay
46 Alias rTime (9) = Day_of_Year
47 Public isConnected As Boolean
48 Public powerOnFlag = 1
49 Public battPowerOnVoltage As Float
50 Dim lowBatTh As Float = 11.50
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51 Dim highBatTh As Float = 13.20
52 Units Batt_Volt=Volts
53 Units RGup=W/m2˚
54 Units Solar_kJ=kJ/m2˚
55 Units RGdown=W/m2˚
56 Units Solar_k_2=kJ/m2˚
57 Units Vvento_S_WVT=meters/Second
58 Units Vvento_U_WVT=meters/Second
59 Units DirVento_DU_WVT=Degrees
60 Units DirVento_SDU_WVT=Degrees
61 Units TCR1000=Deg C
62 Units AirTC=Deg C
63 Units RH=%
64 Units IRup=mV
65 Units IRdown=mV
66 Units Vo_Vi=mV
67 Units T107_1=Deg C
68 Units T107_2=Deg C
69 Units Thmp45=Deg C
70 Units URhmp45 =%
71
72 DataTable(Table1 ,True ,-1)
73 DataInterval (0,2,Min ,10)
74 Average(1,RGup ,FP2 ,False)
75 Average(1,RGdown ,FP2 ,False)
76 Average(1,AirTC ,FP2 ,False)
77 Average(1,RH,FP2 ,False)
78 Average(1,Vvento_S_WVT ,FP2 ,False)
79 Average(1,Vvento_U_WVT ,FP2 ,False)
80 Average(1,DirVento_DU_WVT ,FP2 ,False)
81 Average(1,DirVento_SDU_WVT ,FP2 ,False)
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82 Average(1,IRup ,FP2 ,False)
83 Average(1,IRdown ,FP2 ,False)
84 Average(1,IRupc ,FP2 ,False)
85 Average(1,IRdownc ,FP2 ,False)
86 Average(1,T107_1 ,FP2 ,False)
87 Average(1,T107_2 ,FP2 ,False)
88 Average(1,Thmp45 ,IEEE4 ,0)
89 Average(1,URhmp45 ,IEEE4 ,0)
90 Sample(1,Status.SW12Volts (1,1),Boolean)
91 EndTable
92
93 DataTable(Table2 ,True ,-1)
94 DataInterval (0,60,Min ,10)
95 Minimum(1,Batt_Volt ,FP2 ,False ,False)
96 Sample(1,DT,FP2)
97 EndTable
98
99 Sub PowerOn
100 battPowerOnVoltage = Batt_Volt
101 If (battPowerOnVoltage < lowBatTh) Then
102 powerOnFlag = 0
103 Else If (battPowerOnVoltage > highBatTh OR ((←˒
battPowerOnVoltage >= lowBatTh) AND powerOnFlag←˒
)) Then
104 SW12 (1)
105 powerOnFlag = 1
106 EndIf
107 EndSub
108
109 Sub ForcePowerOn
110 SW12 (1)
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111 EndSub
112
113 Sub PowerOff
114 SW12 (0)
115 EndSub
116
117 BeginProg
118 Public fileSeek As Long
119 Public readBytes = 1
120 Public readLine As String * 110
121 Public results (19)
122 Public file As Long
123
124 Public confFileTime As Long
125 confFileTime = 1 'set to 1 to start counting (see ←˒
NewFile ())
126 fileSeek = 0
127 readBytes = 0
128
129 Public Sensors_Period As Long
130 Sensors_Period = 50
131 Public Batt_min As Float
132 Batt_min = 11.50
133 Public Eh , Pist As Float
134 Public Powers (12) As Float
135 Public Periods (12) As Float
136 Public firstIndex As Long
137 Public lastIndex As Long
138 firstIndex = 0
139 lastIndex = 0
140 Dim c As Long
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141 For c = 1 To 12
142 Powers(c) = 0
143 Periods(c) = 0
144 Next
145
146 Scan(1, sec ,3,0)
147 RealTime(rTime)
148 Call ForcePowerOn ()
149 Dim tmp_AT_cmd As String * 40
150 Const Remote_Phone_Number = "00393465093486"
151 Const Porta_Modem = ComSDC7
152 Public Res_Conn = 0
153 Battery(Batt_Volt)
154 tmp_AT_cmd = "ATDT␣" + Remote_Phone_Number + CHR←˒
(13) + CHR(10)
155
156 If TimeIntoInterval (0, 2, hour) Then 'Call ←˒
server every 2 hours (adaptive method not ←˒
used here!)
157 ModemCallback(Res_Conn , Porta_Modem , 9600, 0, ←˒
"ATX0;"+tmp_AT_cmd , "CONNECT", 120, 31, 0)
158 EndIf
159
160 'Read new params
161 Public confRBytes = 1
162 Public confFile As Long
163 Public confReadLine As String * 200
164 Public confResults (7) As String *100
165 Public t_min As Float
166 Public t_max As Float
167 Public Eh_min As Float
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168 Public Eh_max As Float
169
170 Public firstPow As Float
171 Public firstSens As Long
172 firstSens = Sensors_Period
173
174 NewFile(confFileTime , "USR:config.txt")
175 If( confFileTime = 0) Then
176 confFileTime = 1
177 confFile = FileOpen("USR:config.txt", "r", 0)
178 confRBytes = 1
179 Do While confRBytes > 0
180 confRBytes = FileReadLine(confFile , ←˒
confReadLine , 1000)
181 If (confRBytes < 0) Then
182 ExitDo
183 EndIf
184 SplitStr(confResults , confReadLine ,",", 7, ←˒
5)
185 If(StrComp(confResults (1), "Policy") = 0) ←˒
Then
186 Policy = confResults (2)
187 Eh_min = confResults (3)
188 Eh_max = confResults (4)
189 t_max = confResults (5)
190 t_min = confResults (6)
191 EndIf
192 Loop
193 FileClose(confFile)
194 EndIf
195 CallTable Table1
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196
197 If TimeIntoInterval (0, Sensors_Period , sec) Then
198 'start mimic sensors data with .dat file
199 ' OPTION 1 - MIMIC
200 file = FileOpen("CPU:table.dat", "r", ←˒
fileSeek)
201 If(fileSeek < FileSize(file)) Then
202 readBytes = FileReadLine(file , readLine , ←˒
200)
203 If (readBytes > 0) Then
204 SplitStr(results , readLine ,",", 19, 0)
205 RGup = results (2)
206 RGdown = results (3)
207 AirTC = results (4)
208 RH = results (5)
209 Vvento_S_WVT = results (6)
210 Vvento_U_WVT = results (7)
211 DirVento_DU_WVT = results (8)
212 DirVento_SDU_WVT = results (9)
213 IRup = results (10)
214 IRdown = results (11)
215 IRupc = results (12)
216 IRdownc = results (13)
217 T107_1 = results (14)
218 T107_2 = results (15)
219 Thmp45 = results (16)
220 URhmp45 = results (17)
221 CallTable(Table1)
222 fileSeek = fileSeek + readBytes ' + 2
223 EndIf
224 EndIf
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225 FileClose(file)
226 'OPTION 1 END
227
228 'OPTION 2 - REAL SENSORS DATA
229 RealTime(rTime)
230
231 VoltSe(Thmp45 ,1,mV2500 ,13,0,0,_50Hz←˒
,0.1,-40)
232 VoltSe(URhmp45 ,1,mV2500 ,14,0,0,_50Hz←˒
,0.1 ,0)
233 If URhmp45 >100 Then URhmp45 =100
234
235 'Default Datalogger Battery Voltage ←˒
measurement Batt_Volt:
236 Battery(Batt_Volt)
237
238 'Pyranometer measurements Solar_kJ and ←˒
RGup:
239 VoltDiff(RGup ,1,mv25 ,1,True ,0,_50Hz ,1,0)
240 If RGup <0 Then RGup=0
241 Solar_kJ=RGup *7.46268
242 RGup=RGup *124.378
243
244 'Pyranometer measurements Solar_k_2 and ←˒
RGdown:
245 VoltDiff(RGdown ,1,mv25 ,2,True ,0,_50Hz ,1,0)
246 If RGdown <0 Then RGdown =0
247 Solar_k_2=RGdown *7.46268
248 RGdown=RGdown *124.378
249
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250 'CS215 Temperature & Relative Humidity ←˒
Sensor (CSL) measurements AirTC and RH:
251 SDI12Recorder(AirTC ,1,"0","M!" ,1,0)
252
253 '05103 Wind Speed & Direction Sensor (CSL)←˒
measurements Vvento and DirVento:
254 PulseCount(Vvento ,1,1,1,1,0.098,0)
255 BrHalf(DirVento ,1,mV2500 ,5,1,1,2500,True←˒
,0,_50Hz ,355 ,0)
256 If DirVento >=360 Then DirVento =0
257
258 'Every 60 minutes read Sonic Ranging ←˒
Sensor
259 'If (Minute = 59) Then
260 If TimeIntoInterval (0,60,Min) Then
261 'SR50 Sonic Ranging Sensor (SDI -12 Output)←˒
measurements DT , TCDT , and DBTCDT:
262 SDI12Recorder(DT ,7,"0","M!" ,100.0 ,0)
263 TCDT=DT*SQR((AirTC +273.15) /273.15)
264 EndIf
265
266 'Wiring Panel Temperature measurement ←˒
TCR1000:
267 PanelTemp(TCR1000 ,_50Hz)
268
269 'Generic Differential Voltage measurements←˒
IRup:
270 VoltDiff(IRup ,1,mV25 ,4,True ,0,_50Hz←˒
,86.881 ,0.0)
271 'Generic Differential Voltage measurements←˒
IRdown:
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272 VoltDiff(IRdown ,1,mV25 ,5,True ,0,_50Hz←˒
,118.2 ,0.0)
273
274 ' Misura dello halbridge senza ←˒
replicazioni con 2 eccitazioni separate←˒
(2 e 3)
275 'Generic Half Bridge measurements Vo_Vi (1)←˒
:
276 BrHalf(Vo_Vi (1) ,1,mV250 ,11,Vx2 ,1,100,True←˒
,0,_50Hz ,1.0 ,0.0)
277 'Generic Half Bridge measurements Vo_Vi (2)←˒
:
278 BrHalf(Vo_Vi (2) ,1,mV250 ,12,Vx2 ,1,100,True←˒
,0,_50Hz ,1.0 ,0.0)
279
280 'User Entered Calculation
281 Rt1Kohm =10*( Vo_Vi (1)/(1-Vo_Vi (1)))
282 'User Entered Calculation
283 Rt2Kohm =10*( Vo_Vi (2)/(1-Vo_Vi (2)))
284 'User Entered Calculation
285 TIRup =((1.03e -3+(2.39e-4)*LOG(Rt1Kohm←˒
*1000) +(1.57e-7)*((LOG(Rt1Kohm *1000))←˒
^3))^-1) -273.15
286 'User Entered Calculation
287 TIRdown =((1.03e -3+(2.39e-4)*LOG(Rt2Kohm←˒
*1000) +(1.57e-7)*((LOG(Rt2Kohm *1000))←˒
^3))^-1) -273.15
288 'User Entered Calculation
289 IRupc=IRup +(5.67e-8)*(( TIRup +273.15) ^4)
290 'User Entered Calculation
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291 IRdownc=IRdown +(5.67e-8)*(( TIRdown +273.15)←˒
^4)
292
293 'Termistore 107_1:
294 Therm107(T107_1 ,1,15,3,0,_50Hz ,1.0 ,0.0)
295 'Termistore 107_2:
296 Therm107(T107_2 ,1,16,3,0,_50Hz ,1.0 ,0.0)
297
298 'Call Data Tables and Store Data
299 'Call Data Tables and Store Data
300 CallTable(Table1)
301 CallTable(Table2)
302 'OPTION 2 END
303
304 'Calculate Eh and apply policy
305 Call CalcPist(Pist , Batt_Volt , AirTC , RGup , ←˒
Vvento_S_WVT) 'Calcolo la potenza ←˒
istantanea (vecchia calceh)
306 If (firstIndex = 0 AND lastIndex = 0)
307 firstPow = Pist
308 EndIf
309 Call addValues(Powers , Periods , firstIndex , ←˒
lastIndex , Pist , Sensors_Period) 'aggiungo ←˒
i valori ottenuti all 'array circolare
310 Call calcEh(Eh, Powers , Periods , firstIndex , ←˒
lastIndex) 'calcolo Eh (12 samples)
311 If(Policy = 1) Then
312 Call POL_Linear(Sensors_Period , Batt_Volt , ←˒
Eh , Eh_max , Eh_min , t_min , t_max , ←˒
Batt_min)
313 Else If (Policy = 2) Then
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314 Call POL_Exponential(Sensors_Period , ←˒
Batt_Volt , Eh , Eh_max , Eh_min , t_min , ←˒
t_max , Batt_min)
315 Else If (Policy = 3) Then
316 Dim N_steps As Long
317 N_steps = confResults (7)
318 Call POL_Steps(Sensors_Period , Batt_Volt , Eh←˒
, Eh_max , Eh_min , t_min , t_max , Batt_min ,←˒
N_steps)
319 EndIf
320 EndIf
321 NextScan
322 Public check = 0
Listing B.1: La Mare glacier station main program
1 Sub POL_Steps(NewPeriod_ , Batt_ , Energy_ , Ehmax_ , ←˒
Ehmin_ , tmin_ , tmax_ , Battmin_ , N)
2 If (Batt_ < Battmin_) Then
3 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
4 ExitSub
5 EndIf
6
7 Select Case Energy_
8 Case Is > Ehmax_
9 NewPeriod_ = tmin_
10 Case Is < Ehmin_
11 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
12 Case Else
13 Public passo_x 'grandezza del passo sulle ←˒
ascisse
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14 Public passo_y 'grandezza del passo sulle ←˒
ordinate
15 Public num_scalini 'spostamento (in numero di ←˒
scalini) da fare rispetto alla frequenza ←˒
minima
16 passo_x=Floor( (Ehmax_ -Ehmin_)/N )
17 passo_y=Floor( (tmin_ -tmax_)/N )
18 num_scalini=Floor( (Energy_ -Ehmin_)/passo_x )
19 NewPeriod_ = Ceiling(num_scalini*passo_y+tmax_)
20 EndSelect
21 EndSub
22
23 Sub POL_Exponential(NewPeriod_ , Batt_ , Energy_ , ←˒
Ehmax_ , Ehmin_ , tmin_ , tmax_ , Battmin_)
24 If (Batt_ < Battmin_) Then
25 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
26 ExitSub
27 EndIf
28
29 Select Case Energy_
30 Case Is > Ehmax_
31 NewPeriod_ = tmin_
32 Case Is < Ehmin_
33 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
34 Case Else
35 Dim param_a As Float
36 Dim param_b As Float
37 param_a = EXP(( Ehmin_*LN(tmin_)-Ehmax_*LN(tmax_←˒
))/(Ehmin_ -Ehmax_))
38 param_b = LN(tmin_/param_a)/Ehmax_
39 NewPeriod_ = Ceiling(param_a*EXP(param_b * ←˒
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Energy_)) ' y=a*e^(b*x)
40 EndSelect
41 EndSub
42
43 Sub POL_Linear(NewPeriod_ , Batt_ , Energy_ , Ehmax_ , ←˒
Ehmin_ , tmin_ , tmax_ , Battmin_)
44 If (Batt_ < Battmin_) Then
45 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
46 ExitSub
47 EndIf
48
49 Select Case Energy_
50 Case Is > Ehmax_
51 NewPeriod_ = tmin_
52 Case Is < Ehmin_
53 NewPeriod_ = tmax_
54 Case Else
55 NewPeriod_ = Ceiling(tmax_ + (tmin_ - tmax_)*((←˒
Energy_ - Ehmin_)/( Ehmax_ - Ehmin_)))
56 EndSelect
57 EndSub
58
59 Sub CalcPist(Pist , V_in , AirTC , RGup , Vvento_S_WVT)
60 Dim Eg As Float
61 Dim Isc_ref As Float
62 Dim Iph_ref As Float
63 Dim a_ref As Float
64 Dim I0_ref As Float
65 Dim Rs As Float
66 Dim Iph As Float
67 Dim a As Float
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68 Dim I0 As Float
69 Dim beta_v As Float
70 Dim T_ref As Float
71 Dim Voc_ref As Float
72 Dim alpha As Float
73 Dim Vmpp_ref As Float
74 Dim Impp_ref As Float
75 Dim qe As Float
76 Dim T As Float
77 Dim Vpv As Float , G As Float , G_ref As Float , Iout←˒
As Float , Pist As Float
78 Dim Nc as Long
79
80 Vpv = V_in
81 G = RGup
82 T = (0.943* AirTC +0.028*G -1.528* Vvento_S_WVT +4.3)←˒
+273
83 Eg = 1.1
84 Isc_ref = 1.270
85 beta_v = -73/1000
86 alpha = 1.2/1000
87 Voc_ref = 20.8
88 Vmpp_ref = 17.1
89 Impp_ref = 1.170
90 T_ref = 298
91 G_ref = 1000
92 Nc = 36
93
94 Iph_ref = Isc_ref
95 a_ref = (beta_v * T_ref - Voc_ref + Eg*Nc)/(((←˒
T_ref*alpha)/Iph_ref) -3)
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96 I0_ref = Iph_ref /(EXP(( Voc_ref/a_ref) - 1))
97 Rs = (a_ref*LOG(1 - (Impp_ref/Iph_ref)) - Vmpp_ref←˒
+ Voc_ref)/Impp_ref
98 Iph = (G/G_ref)*( Iph_ref + alpha *(T - T_ref))
99 a = a_ref *(T/T_ref)
100 I0 = I0_ref * EXP((Eg*Nc/a)*(1 - (T_ref/T)))*PWR((←˒
T/T_ref) ,3)
101 Ipv = Iph - I0*(EXP(Vpv/a) - 1)
102 If (Ipv < 0) Then
103 Ipv = 0
104 EndIf
105 Pist = Ipv*Vpv
106 EndSub
Listing B.2: Policies implementation code
1 Sub addValues(bufferP (12), bufferT (12), start_ , end_←˒
, Pist , Sensors_Period)
2 If(end_ + 1 = start_ or (end_ = 12 and start_ = 1)←˒
) Then 'buffer pieno
3 start_ = (start_ +1) MOD 13
4 If(start_ = 0) Then
5 start_ = 1
6 EndIf
7 ElseIf(end_ = 0 and start_ = 0) Then 'buffer vuoto
8 bufferP (1) = 0
9 bufferT (1) = Sensors_Period
10 end_ = end_ + 1
11 start_ = start_ + 1
12 ExitSub
13 EndIf
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14
15 Dim tmp As Long
16 tmp = (end_ +1) MOD 13
17 If (tmp = 0) Then
18 tmp = 1
19 EndIf
20 bufferT(tmp) = Sensors_Period
21 bufferP(tmp) = Pist
22 end_ = tmp
23 EndSub
24
25 Sub calcTotTime(sum , bufferT (12), start_ , end_)
26 sum = 0
27 Dim i As Long
28 i = start_
29 Do While i <> end_ '(end_ +1) MOD 12)
30 sum = sum + bufferT(i)
31 i = (i+1) MOD 13
32 If(i = 0) Then
33 i = 1
34 EndIf
35 Loop
36 sum += bufferT(i)
37 EndSub
38
39 Sub calcEh(Eh, bufferP (12), bufferT (12), start_ , ←˒
end_)
40 Public totTime As Long
41 Dim i As Long
42 Dim j As Long
43 Dim part As Float
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44 If(( start_ = 1 AND end_ = 1) OR (start_ = 0 AND ←˒
end_ = 0)) Then
45 Eh = 0
46 ExitSub
47 EndIf
48 totTime = 0
49 Call calcTotTime(totTime , bufferT , start_ , end_)
50 i = start_
51 j = (i+1) MOD 13
52 If(j = 0) Then
53 j = 1
54 EndIf
55 part = 0
56 Do While j <> end_
57 part = part + (( bufferP(j)+bufferP(i))/2)*←˒
bufferT(j)
58 i = (i+1) MOD 13
59 j = (j+1) MOD 13
60 If(i = 0) Then
61 j = 2
62 i = 1
63 EndIf
64 If(j = 0) Then
65 j = 1
66 EndIf
67 Loop
68 part = part + (( bufferP(j)+bufferP(i))/2)*bufferT(←˒
j)
69 Eh = part/totTime * 3600
70 EndSub
71
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72 Sub calcEh2(Eh, bufferP (12), bufferT (12), start_ , ←˒
end_)
73 Dim i As Long
74 Dim j As Long
75 Dim part As Float
76 If(( start_ = 1 AND end_ = 1) OR (start_ = 0 AND ←˒
end_ = 0)) Then
77 Eh = 0
78 ExitSub
79 EndIf
80 i = start_
81 j = (i+1) MOD 13
82 If(j = 0) Then
83 j = 1
84 EndIf
85 part = 0
86 Do While j <> end_
87 i = (i+1) MOD 13
88 j = (j+1) MOD 13
89 If(i = 0) Then
90 j = 2
91 i = 1
92 EndIf
93 If(j = 0) Then
94 j = 1
95 EndIf
96 Loop
97 Eh = (( bufferP(j)+bufferP(i))/2) *3600
98 EndSub
Listing B.3: Calculation of 𝐸ℎ code
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